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The International Revfew Group of Social Scfence Research on Population 
and Development (IRG) was established 1n 1976 as~an ad hoc, Independent, auton-
omous body of eight members for the purpose of conducting a systematic, lnter-
d1sclpl lnary evaluation of social science research related to population and 
development and recommending directions for future research and the development 
of research resources that will contribute to the formulation and improvement 
of population pol1c1es In developing countries 
The IRG received f 1nancfal support over a period of approx1mateJy two 
years from a broad-based group of governmental, inter-governmental, and non-
governmental organ1zat1ons composed of the Ford Foun<lat1on, the International 
Development Research Centre, the Norwegian Agency for International Development, 
the Population Council, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Swedish International 
Development Authority, the United Kingdom M1n1stry of Overseas Development, the 
Unrted Nations Fund for Population Activities, and the World Bank The IRG's 
Secretariat was located at El Coleg10 de Mexico, Mexico City, an 1nst1tut1on 
engaged 1n social science research on population and development 
The IRG was presided over by Carmen A M1r6 Seven members were selec-
ted by the President on the basis of their expertise 1n a social science field 
related to population. Five members were chosen 1n particular for their know-
ledge of a spec1f1c region or sub-region of the developing world P B Desai, 
Middle South Asia, Jose Encarnacl6n, Jr , South-East Asia, Akin L Mobogunje, 
Sub-Saharan Africa, Riad B. Tabbarah, South-West Asia and North Afr1tan coun-
tries of the Arab League, and Raul Urzua, Latin America and the Caribbean Ber-
nard Berelson and John C. Caldwell (who joined the Group 1n August 1977) pre-
pared background papers of various kinds. Joseph E Potter served as Staff 
Associate 1n the IRG's Secretariat 
The IRG accomplished 1ts task of rev1ew1ng the state of social science 
knowledge on population and development and preparing 1ts recommendations by 
means of several act1v1t1es Four meetings of IRG members were convened be-
tween October 1976 and December 1978, a total of more than 60 papers were 
either corrun1ss1oned from consultants or prepared by the members themselves, ~ , 
and, during 1978, three regional workshops on Research Pr1or1t1es for Popula-
tion Policy were held (1n
1
Colombo, Sri Lanka, Mexico City, and Na1rob1, Kenya), 
to which were 1nv1ted government off1c1als responsible for important policy 
dec1s1ons bearing on population problems, well-known scholars 1n the popula-
tion field, and personnel from donor agencies The major issues discussed and 
conclusions reached at each workshop were recorded by the IRG Secretariat and 
provided add1t1onal inputs that sharpened the focu? of the Final Report 
Among the papers prepared for the IRG, the basic background papers are 
seven reviews of the state of knowledge on population and development, major 
gaps therein, and possible ways of fill 1ng such gaps--one on each of the five 
regions (except Africa South of the Sahara, for which there are two) and the 
seventh based on the 11terature produced 1n developed countries In add1-
t1on, papers were prepared on population pol1c1es and on the 1nst1tut1onal 
research and tra1n1ng capacity of most of the regions These thirteen 
r 
L. 
documents,1 whfch are 1 f sted below, have been fncluded as appendices to the 
Final Report Other conmrssfoned documents on specfffc research topics of 
fnterest to the IRG sparked dlscussfon at regfonal workshops and Group meet• 
ings The tftles of these papers, most of which are Intended for publication 
in speclalfzed journals, are Included In the List of Documents (see Appendix 
A to the Final Report) 
APPENDICES TO THE FINAL REPORT 
1 Social Scfence Research for Populatfon Policy 
Bernarid Berelson 




' 3 Socfal Scfence Research on Population and Development f n South-East 
and East Asia A Revfew and Search for Df rectlons 
Gavin W Jones 
I 
4' Populatfon Polfcfes and Thefr lmplementatJon fn South•East and East Asia 
John C Caldwel 1 and Pat Caldwel 1 ' 
\ 
5 Capacity for Social Science Research on Population and Development In 
South-East and East Asia• A Report on lnstltutfonal and Human Resources 
East-West Population lnstf tute 
6 Populatfon and 'Development In South"~ast Asfa· A Fertflfty Model 
Jose Encarnacfon, Jr, 
7 Social Science Research on Population and Development~fn Africa South 
of the Sahara ' 
Akf n L Mabogunje and 0. Arowolo 
7A Population and Development in Afrfca South of the Sahara: A Review of 
the Literature, 1970-1978 
Helen Ware 
8 A Review of Population Policies fn Afrfca South of the Sahara 
' Akin L. MabogUnje 
9 Social Scfence Research on Population and Development rn the Arab 
Countrf es ' 
Rfad B Tabbarah, Muhf A Mamf sh, and Youssef Gemayel 
10 Population Research and Trafnfng Institutions fn the Arab World 
A11 an G Hf 11 
I \ 
11 Socfa1 Science Reseahch on Populatfon and Development fn Latfn America 
Ra01 Urzaa 
12 Population Research and Tra1n1ng Institutions In Latin America 
RaU1 Urzaa ~ 
The reco1T111endatlons made by the IRG are addressed to three different 
(but sometimes overlapping) audiences• the social science community through-
out the world; policy-makers lh the developing countries; and the donor com-
munity Accordingly, distribution of the Final Report and backgrbund papers 
has been limited to this audience. Although at the present time additional 
copies are not available, If Interest so warrants, It rs possible that one or 
more of these documents will be published In another form and made more widely 
available In the future. Inquiries may be addressed to• 
Carmen A. Miro 
El Coleglo de Mexrco 
Apartado Postal 20-671 
Camino al Ajusco 
Mexico 20, D.F. 
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A NOTE TO THE READER 
The Appendices to the IRG Ffnal Report fnclude two reviews of the status 
,of knowledge and research on populatfon and development In Africa South of the 
Sahara Appendfx 7 by Akin L. Mabogunje and 0 Arowolo, and Appendix 7A by 
Helen Ware The two papers are complementary, and'for a comprehensive overview 
ft fs recommended that both be read While there rs some overlap between the 
two, particularly insofar as Ware had acc~ss to the Mabogunje and Arowolo re-
view and drew on ft In places, there are certain essential differences in ma-
terial and topics covered 
Appendrx 7A by Ware rs rntended as a review of the literature for the 
period 1970-1978, while Appendfx 7 by Mabogunge and Arowolo provides a broader 
historical perspectfve In addition to reviewing the state of knowledge on 
mortality, fertility and family pl,annfng, rnternal migration and urban1zat1on, 
and International migration, Appendix 7 Includes discussion of the following 
topics, which are erther not treated or not treated as fully 1n Appendix 7A 
the nature, avallabflfty, and qualrty of demographic data 1n general, popula-
tion sfze, growth rate, and structure; posftfons of governments on population 
growth and family planning, causes of the current status of knowledge and re-
search on population and development, and recommendations for future research 
While the review of the 1 iterature in Appendix 7A 1s also organized around the 
basic demographic variables, discussion of the following topfcs, absent 1n Ap-
pendix 7, 1s also provrded: the distfnctfve features of francophone Africa 1n 
views and research on populatfon and development,rthe relationships among health, 
population, and development, marriage, the relationship between mortality and 
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This report on the state of knowledge on populatfon-development relation-
ships 1n Africa South of the Sahara has been organized in accordance with the / 
general framework agreed upon by the members of the International Review Group 
However, In spite of the Group's decision to pay limited attention to the issues 
of the ava1lab1lfty and quality of data, 1t Is considered Important to review , 
the data s1tuatfon since this has tremendous influence on the relatively under-
developed state of population research 1n the region Chapter 2 thus treats 
this problem 1n some detail, emphas1zfng'the high dependence on 11m1ted sample 
survey data for many of the ffndfngs Jn social science research 1n _f.fr1ca and 
the difficulty ar1s1ng from this Jn making general1zat1ons of any real ampl1~ 
tude In addition, the bias an remphas1s and orientation that one finds 1n the 
area of population research tn Africa ls explored Jn terms1 of the dependence 
on external f 1nancing for population research 
Chapters 3-6 consfder five broad areas of the population-development 
relatronsh1p-for which consJderable research output ex1sts--populat1on size, 
growth rate and str~cture, mortality, fert1lfty and family planning, and in-
ternal m1gratlon~and urbanization ~For each of these areas, the review focuses 
on the determinants and consequences of these demographic variables and pro-
cesses, the 1nterrelatfonsh1p between population dynamics and soc1oeconom1c 
change, and the polJcy options that have been offered Chapter 7 on 1nterna-
t1onal migration fs very brief This 1s an area where there have been s1gn1-
f1cantly few studies but where In recent years considerable pol1t1cal dec1s1ons 
have been made , Chapter 8 reviews the reasons underlying the current status of 
knowledge and research on population in Sub-Saharan Africa and recommends areas 
1n which future research efforts should be concentrated ' 
To fac1l 1tate d1scuss1on, the countries of Africa South of the Sahara 
\ 
have been grouped into four regions West Africa, East Africa, Middle Africa, 
and Southern Africa The countries compr1s1ng each of the regions are as fol-
lows 
West AfrJca Benin, Cape Verde Islands, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea (~1s· 
sau), Ivory Coast, L1ber1a, MaJ1, Maur1tan1a, 1/ Niger, N1ger1a, 
Saint Helena, Senegal, Sferra Leone, Togo, Upper Volta 
1. Although Maur1tan1a and Somalia geographically form part of Sub-Saharan 
Africa, they are also members of the .Arab League Hence, both countries are 
also considered rn Appendix 9, "Socfal Scfence Research on Population and De-







Middle Africa: Angola,'cameroon, Central Afrfcan Republic, Chad, Congo, Equa-
torial Guinea, Gabon, Sao Tome and Principe, Zaire -
East Africa Burundi, Comoro Islands, Ethiopia, French Territory of Afars and 
lssas, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozamb~que, Reunion, 
Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, 1/ Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, ZJm-
babwe0RhodesJa. -
Southern Africa: Botswana, Lesotho, Namlbfa, South Africa, Swaziland 
This regl-Ona1 division hfdes another equally significant division of 
countrres Jn Africa South of the Sahara This fs the division on the basis 
of their colonial expe~fence between anglophone and francophone Afr,Jca To 
a considerable extent, attitudes toward popu'1at1on-related Issues Jn many 
African countries have been Influenced by the prevafllng views Jn the colo-
nizing country More Important, this fact has slgnlffcance for the r~search 
resources available· anglophone countries have access to not only local and 
British sources of funds but also the Unfted States, whfle the resources Jn 
francophone countries are almost exclusively French In origin 
The major bibliographic sources for thfs review are four The first Is 
the volume by J.C Caldw~ll and C Okonjo, The Population of Tropical Africa 
(1968}, whJch Is a record of the proceedings of the first African Population 
Conference, held Jn Ibadan Jn 1966 The second Js David and Ingeborg Radel, 
"Population and Pamlly Planning Jn Rural Africa," Rural Afrlcana, no 14 
(spring 1971). This source, based largely on the Population Index, not only 
lists some 600 publlcatfons dating from 1965 to 1971 but also includes refer-
ences to 64 on-going research projects Jn the field of population and family 
plannfng. The third source fs S.H. Omlnde and C N. Ejfegu, editors, Popula-
tion Growth and Economic Development Jn Afrfca (1972), the product of a semi-
nar rn Nafrobf tn 1969, which was Intended as a follow-up to the Ibadan con-
ference. The last and most recent Is J C Caldwell et al , edrtors, Popula-
tion Growth and Socio-Economic Change fn West Africa (1975} 
l 
In both content and references, these four sources give a fairly com-
prehensfve vfew of research actlvftles fn the field of population Jn black 
Africa up to 1970 For more recent years, the most useful source Is the 
Population Index, a quarterly publication of the Office of Population Research, 
Princeton University, and the Population As~ocfatfon of Amerfca l 
Two further comments are In order. The ff rst rs that serious research 
into populatfon issues fn1black Africa can be said to date from after 1966 
Before then, there were a number of studies, mainly geographical and anthro-
pological, in which some description of population or comments about its In-
fluence on other phenomena of Interest were often made As mentfoned above, 
1t was 1n 1966 that the first African Population Conference was held This 
conference represented a ma]or event Jn the study of African population Issues, 
especfally as rt, created widespread fnterest Jn demography fn many un,fvers1tles 
Jn the contfnent for the first time. 
Serious sclentlf lc research on the population of Africa South of the Sa-
hara JS thus barely a decade old, a fact that IS 1rnportant In terms Of our , ........, 




research actfvftfes fn the f reld of populatfon has been concerned wrth fssues 
of measurement or the rdentrfrcatlon of trends and tendencfes. 2/ This has 
obviously been necessary, sfnce to be able to say anything meanTngful about 
population Itself, let alone fts relatron with some other phenomenon, one must 
•first know what he.ls talking about. Concern wrth measurement has not, how-
ever, prevented efforts at understandrng the rnterrelatlonshlp between certain 
populatfon parameters and other'development variables But much of thr,s work 
remarns at the rnturtrve level and rs often extrapolatrons to the African s1tua-
t1on of supposed relatfonshlps fn some other cultural or hrstorlcal setting 
Rigorous emprrrcal analyses of population-development relationshrps are con-
sprcuous by thef r fewness, the more notable ones being fn the field of rural-
urban migration. 
In general, this review fs prfmarrly concerned with th'ose studies on 
populatron dynamrcs and development that attempt to draw out Important lnter-
relatronshrps between the two and offer some policy prescrrptlons Such stud-
fes have not been made unfformly for all parts of the regron Indeed, three 
countrfes--Nlgerfa, Ghana, and Kenya-~and, to a lesser extent, Ivory Coast and 
Senegal account for a drsproportronate share of existrng studfes It fs assumed, 
however, that to a la
1
rge 1extent ffndfngs rn any of these countries have consf-
derable applrcatron wlthfn ~he regron r 
> 
/ 
2 The most'1mportant path-breakrng work rn thfs regard rs W. Brass et al , 






' POPULATION DATA AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH 
I\ 
Most of the avatlable data on the populatron of Afrrca before the turn 
of the century are conjectural estrmates Rrccfollr thought that the popula-
tion of Afrrca was about 100 mrlllon In 1661,,while Willcox believed that 
numbers remained stationary at 100 mlllron for two centuries after 1650 A less 
optimistic guess by Carr-Saunders put the 1650 base figure at 100 m1ll1on, with 
a decl1n1ng trend until 1800 All of these guesses were based on assumed char-
acteristics of a prfmrt1ve population of hunters and gatherers plagued' by 
occasional famines, wars, slavery, and diseases, 
Sfnce the 1940s, periodic enumerations of the population and special 
research surveys, rn addition to the establishment of vrtal registration sys-
tems in certarn parts of the continent, have provided a more reliable basrs for 
estimatrng the size as well as the demographrc characteristics of the popula-
tron of Africa. However, the qualrty of most of these data rs generally re-
'garded as poor, and a number of Afrrcari countries have neither conducted a 
complete population census nor established a system of vital regrstratfon 
Vet populatron research depends on the avarlabllrty of such data as well as 
data from special Investigations. / 
Although the concern of this revrew fs not with the nature of demo· 
graphic data In Afrrca 1 the evaluatron of research must be done with due re-
gard to ~he constraints rmposed on scholars by the avarlabrlrty and quality 
of data, especially as these affect the general orrentation and focus of 
therr work and the gaps rn knowledge so created. 
I 
SOURCES OF DATA 
The most common sources of data for population research rnclude popula-
tion censuses, vf tal registration reports, migration records, population re-
gisters, and specfal surveys Historical demography derives additional 1n-
formatJon from government records, ecclesiastical records of baptisms and 
burials 1n parish registers, and so on 
Although there are estimates of the population for all countries and 
terr1tor1es 1n Africa, not all of the figures were derived from results of 
systematic Inquiries Although all but 3 of the 48 Sub-Saharan African coun~ 
tries and territories have conducted at least one census sfnce 1955, only a 
little more than half have done so 1n this decade Thus, 1n many cases, 
current data are not available And the censuses vary in qualfty, especially 
with regard to the range of questions included. For instance, the 1963 cen-
sus of Nigeria dfd not ask questions about marital status, exact place of 
birth (as opposed to country of birth), number of children born alive, num-
ber,survrvrng, and migration experience, Although the 1973 census attempted 
to remedy these deffcfenc1es to some extent, the point 1s that up to now, 
population censuses in Nigeria, like those In a few,oth~r African countries, 





migration Gross,inaccurac1es have been revealed even 1n the data for those 
variables for which information rs available, especially on the question of 
age According to Brass (1968), Jn his assessment of age distributidns re-
ported In the sample lnqulrres conducted In a number of francophone African 
countries l 
variations In proportions from one age group to the next are 
very erratic • • The dlscrepancf es are too large and systematic 
in the different populations to be explained by true fluctuations 
fn births, deaths, and migrations • The errors are generally 
in conformity with those found In other African censuses and surveys. 
Only i~ Kenya have attempts been made to conduct a post-e~umerat1on check for/ 
errors of content; thus, the determination of errors rn most black African 
censuses Is made even more difficult 
f 
Vf tal regfstratlon data on births, deaths, a~d marriages present an 
even gloomier picture Registration of vital events was Initiated In Nigeria 
Jn 1867, f~ftfally limited to Lagos, and later extended to Port-Harcourt, 
Calabar, and Kano townships Similar efforts were Initiated 1n Uganda in 
1904, and fn some other African countries Jn the 1930s Yet, rn spite of the 
fairly long history of vital registration In th~se parts of Africa, the situa-
tion today Is still one of limited coverage and underregistration For In-
stance, In Mall, Nigeria, Tanzania, and Zaire, regfstratfon of blrths1~and 
deaths f s carried out only In urban areas, or In one urban place, for example, 
Bathurst In Gambia. In the case of Sferra Leoner Ghana, Liberia, and Sudan, 
registration Is confined to designated "registration areas!' In Swaziland, 
such reg1strat1on Js only of the European population, while only births and 
deaths occurring among non-Africans are systematically reglstered In Lesotho 
and Uganda Reliable vital statistics are not available for Mauritania, 
' Niger, Somalia, Zimbabwe Rhodesia, Upper Volta, Burundi, Ethiopia, Chad, and 
Ivory Coast Elsewhere, coverage fs supposed to extend to the entire country 
but the general picture Is stf 11 one of incomplete coverage. 
Thus, sample surveys continue to be relied on for estimates of fertility 
and mortality and to determine the character of migration and urban1zat1on 
We wf11 now look at some of these surveys 1n terms of fheir general orJenta~ 
tlon, the contributions they have made to knowledge, and the major gaps that 
need to be fill~d by subsequent research surveys 
DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEYS ORIENTATION, CONTRIBUTIONS, AND GAPS 
\ 
j 
Population studfes 1n Africa South of the Sahara have qenerally focused 
more on the urban than on the rural sector, with lfmlted attention paid to/ 
urbanization Itself as a process Although population change fs the result 
of the interaction of levels of fert1l1ty, mortality, and migration, research 
has been concentrated on fertility and, to some extent, rural-to-urban migra-
tion, with scanty research 1n the area of 1nternat1onal migration and almost 
a total neglect of mortality Other aspects of population study such as labor 
force structure and partic1pat1on rates, morbidity, and historical demography 
have yet to gain attention among scholars interested fn the population of Afri-
ca Even on the subject of fertility, most of the surveys have had a general 
bias toward collecting KAP-type 1nformat1on, to the extent that, although the 
.~-
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social and economic characterrstfcs of the largely urban family planning; 
acceptors and potential acceptors are known In many African countries, we 
~often do not have complete data with which to determine the national -level 
of fertility that these family planning programs are supposed to regulate 
In fact, most of the family planning surveys are designed to Investigate 
knowledge of, attitude toward, and adoption of cl1n1cal methods of contra-
ception, neglecting the role of abortion and tradltfonal methods of fertility 
regulation ' 
l 
Quite naturally, the need to justify the establishment of family planning 
programs In parts of Africa has led to a rather momentous Increase In publica-
tions on population policy, usually based on KAP data that may or may not be 
national In scope. And when one scrutinizes the details of such policy re-
commendations there ts again an over-emphasis on the subject of fertility 
regulation, even though practically all aspects of the population of Africa--
urban and rural population conditions, labor supply and demand, births and 
deaths, marriages and divorces, morbidity and the epidemiology of diseases 
peculiar to,Afrlca, fecundity and sterrl1ty, abortion and other means of fer-
tfl1t~ regulatlon~·need to be studied In order to formulate a balanced popu-
lation policy ' 
The general urban orrentat1on of demographic research fn Africa may 
be a product of the characteristic concentration of social facll1t1es {in-
cludfng Jnlversftles and other research centers) and economic opportunities 
in the cities, a situation that Is by no means peculiar to Afrfca But the 
general apathy of research scholars toward the courytrysfde, though dlfffcult 
to document, could also be a factor Otherwise, It Is questionable why most 
of what we know about the demographic condf tions Jn many African countries 
derive from reports on their capital cities and other urban areas. Needless 
to say, policy measures based on findings from largely urban research may be 
fn error, given' the atypical tty of most of the primate cities in these coun-
tries. This point Is made In Morgan's {1975) review of fertility studies In 
Nigeria 
' 
Actually, a more serious defect with respect to demographic re-
search here (in Nigeria) has been not so mueh the quality of•the 
data as the fact 1that most studies have been confined to one area 
of the country the southwestern quarter • (which} is far 
from being typ~cal e1'ther of Nigeria as a whole or of most other 
areas of Tropical Africa 1t contains the two lar-
gest urban complexes not only Jn Nfger1a but 1n all of Tropical 
Africa The area also contains three of the five univers1t1es 
1n Nigeria, the two largest hospitals 
And what fs true of Nigeria is applicable to many African nations. Thus rt Is 
important that future population research Include rural Afrfca 
In generql, studfes of urbanization rn parts of Africa have either ne-
glected the components of cfty growth or have made uncr1t1cal generalizations 
about the all-pervasive influence of rural-to-urban migration Yet, clearly 
the growth of c1t1es can result from natural fncrease and annexation as well 
as migration Any of these three factors can, singly or 1n combination, gen-
erate urban growth We do not know whether, as 1n Latin America, African 
) 
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c1t1es are growing rapidly pr1ncfpally because of natural Jncrease (Urzua, 
1978, _p 108) According to a report by Arriaga (1968), among c1tres with 
populations of 20,000 and over, natural Increase accounted for 58 0 percent 
of total growth In Mexico, 66 4 percent fn Venezuela (excludrng International 
migration), and 70 2 percent In Chile. This finding 1s In agreement with an 
earl 1er conclusion by Kingsley Davis (1965) that mrgrat1on was the fundamental 
cause of urban growth 1n the countries that are already developed, but for 
today's developing countries, growth Is due mainly to natural Increase Mabo-
gunJe (1968) suggests that growth by natural Increase "probably accounted for 
no_more than a third of the growth of population In Lagos since 1951 11 This 
1s only an estimate, however, and future research on urbanization should be 
concerned with measures of Increase based on census or survey data on place of 
birth and adequate data on births and deaths 
In spite of the concentration of research efforts on rural-to-urban 
migration in relation to urban1zatfon, the IUSSP Committee on Urbanization and 
Population Redistribution in Africa Is of the opJnfon that "Africa exemplifies 
the conclusion that the magnitude of the problems of Internal migration and 
urban1zat1on 1s not matched either by the quantity and quality of the existing 
data on these phenomena or by the analyses which so far have been undertaken 11 
One may al~o add, on the basis of published reports, that students of 
m1grat1on 1n Africa have tended to specfalfze rather narrowly In the list of 
publ1cat1ons on the populatJon of Sub-Saharan Africa 1965-1971 compiled by 
David and Ingeborg Radel (1971), the relatJve frequency of certain topics Is 
1nd1cat1ve In the category of migration, for instance, out of 56 items only 
about 12 can be said to be concerned with fnternat1onal-m1grat1on, the re-
ma1n1ng 44 are on aspects of rural-urban mJgrat1on Yet the changing char-
acter of production, transportation, and the politics of International ex-
change 1n Africa have generated remarkable lnterterrftorial movements of pop-
ulation in the continent, 
, The neglect of mortal 1ty as an area of demographic Inquiry 1n Africa 
1s perhaps even more d1sturb1ng The Radels' b1bl1ography for the 196~-1971 
period contains only 17 publ1cat1ons specifically on mortality Apart from 
reports on Senegal, Uganda, Kenya, and Eth1op1a, most of the works are based 
on analyses of published mortality data Judging from their titles, even the 
reports on spec1f1c countries are based on analyses of hospital records of 
st1ll-b1rths, perinatal mortality, and infant mortality, which are by no means 
representative of the national character of these phenomena 
I 
Will 1am Brass and others have developed soph1>t1cated models for es-
t1mat1ng mortal 1ty 1n African nations based on retrospective survey data 
These models are yet to be vigorously tested by field 1nvest1gatlon and anal-
yses of survey data Yet, given that estimated mortal ~ty rates rank among the 
highest 1n the world, 1t 1s incontestable that the preva1lrng condltfon of 
high' mortal 1ty 1s a s1gn1f1cant population problem 1n Atrica The need for 
1nten~1f1ed research efforts 1n mortal tty, morb1d1ty, and the ep1dem1ology of 
diseases cannot be over-emphasized 
It Is obvious from recent publications that fertility and related topfcs 
occupy a prominent pos1t1on 1n population research fn Afr11 ca Of the 600 
/ 
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entrJes rn the Radels 1 bibliography, about 150 or 25 percent deal wfth fer-
t1lrty, fertility regulation, and polrcy measures on fert1lrty Among these, 
48 rtems are on fert1lfty and sterllrty and close to 80 on aspects of famrly 
plannfng and family planning program polrcfes 
The same pattern fs revealed Jn Rade1 1s (1971) report on 64 projects 
on population and family plannrng 1n Sub-Saharan Africa ongorng during 1970-
1971 Table 1 shows a dfstrrbut1on of projects by country and major subject 
area The fran,cophone countrres are underrepresented In all, 20 nat1on5) 
appear In the list, with Nrgerla (19), Kenya (7), and Senegal (6) accounting 
for half of all projects The tabulation shows the heavy concentratron on 
KAP and family planning (17), internal mlgratfon (12), and methodologfcal 
issues (9) Only 6 projects on fertflfty were reported 
One implication, of course, rs that ft appears we know more about polr-
cy measures than the subject for whfch such measures are desrgned In spite 
of the apparent over-concentration of research efforts on family planning, 
little 1s known about the posftion of the African man on the issue of contra~ 
ceptlon, The role of abortion In fertfllty control has also) been neglected 
In 1973, a conference on abortfon fn Afrf ca was organized by the lnternatronal 
Planned Parenthood Federatlon (IPPF) Jn Accra, Ghana to discuss many aspects 
of the problem Among other thfngs, the papers presented and the drscussrons 
at the conference all point to the lack of data on Induced abortfon, the need 
to collect more Information on the frequency of fnduced abortion, and the 
socfal, economic, demographic, legal, and moral Implications for African na-
tions Most of the Issues rarsed were based on scanty data, and since these 
are matters of utmost importance affecting socfal and economic transformatron 
as well as legal reform, they call f.or Immediate attention from scholars and 
government research agencres rn Africa, 
THE EFFECT OF EXTERNAL FUNDf~G ON POPU~ATfON RESEARCH 
The bfases noted 1n specific areas of population research In Africa 
may not be unrelated to the sources of research funds and the conditions under 
which such funds are usually made available to scholars A substantlal pro-
portion of funds for population research or 11populc1t1on actfv1tles 11 1n Africa 
or1g1nates from foreJgn governments or their prfvate agencies, and, interna-
tional organ1zat1ons For instance, In Ghana during the period 1 January 
1970-30 June 1971, out of a total of about 4s $1,6 million 1n fun~s for fam-
11y planning activities (which is the pampered child of population assistance 
to Afr1ca} 1 only 26 percent originated from local sources. 
Population assistance, like any foreign aid for development, because 
of the condftfons under which or the punpose for which such aid rs usually 
granted, cannot be expected to give scholars the kind of free hand needed to 
achieve a balance in population research The scholar is circumscribed As 
noted In an assessment of populatfon assfstance to Africa (1969-1970)~ "popu-
lation assistan(e suffers from the same problems as most development assis-
tance, such as ~ack of continuity, too rigid criteria governing how aid must 




TABLE 1: Classfffcatfon of Population and Family Planning Research Projects 
Jn Sub-Saharan Afrfca, 1970~1971, by Topfc 
Country Topic , 
Q. >-
>-- C"C c c:n 
~ >- ., .c 0 c 0 0 
0 ., ·- Ill - Ill Q) - Ill OI - Ill - - c ., ._ ., Q) .,, c 0 Ill c ., Ill - Ill .c :J Ill - c >-·- .,, ._ ._ Ill -~ - ., Ill -u cu- c 0 
Q) Q) ._ ., ., :J ~ Ill :J- -c .c Ill 
c ., c:n ._ Q."C Q. 0 Q) a.- a.. e cu ., ., 
~ c- QI :J c 
0 ._ ._ 2. 2. ~cu- QI {:?. -E LL. z Ill a.. c.D a.. I.&. a.. ::c 
Senegal 1 2 1 1 1 6 
Dahomey 1 ... ... .. 1 _o 
Gh<:1na 1 2 3 
N1 gerf a 4 1 1 1 8 4 19 
Sferra Leone 2 1 1 4 
Upper Volta ... 1 1 .. 2 
Niger 1 .. 1 
Ivory Coast 1/ .. .. 
Chad - 1 
Cameroon .. ... 1 1 
Et hf op fa .. ... 1 1 
Kenya 1 1 3 2 7 
Rwanda ... 1 1 
Za f re .. 1 1 
Uganda 1 1 2 
Angola 1 .. ... 1 
Tanzanfa 2 1 3 
Zambfa 1 1 
Rhodes fa 1 .. 1 
Botswana ] \ .. 1 
Others .. 1 1 2 2 1 7 
6( I Total 12 6 5 5 ~ 17 9 64 
_./' 
Jolnt project on Abfdjan, Douala, and Yaounde. 
SOURCE. Davfd Radel, ••current Populatfon and Famfly Plannfng Resea1~ch Jn 
Sub ... Saharan Afrrca Systematic lnformatfon on 64 Projects." Ru ra 1 Afr f cania, 
no 14 {Sprfng 19~1). 
' 
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That research rn population In this cont(nent has, In recent years, been 
mainly In the area of family planning programs and related Issues rs largely 
due to the nature of population assistance to Africa, espe~1ally since local 
, funds are scarce As revealed rn Table 2, although population assistance to 
Africa (ncreased by about US $3 m(lllon from 1969 to 1970, most of this In-
crease was tn the area of family plann(ng In fact, 80 percent of current 
assrstance rn populat(on actrvrtres rs for family planning 
This fs not to say that forefgn funds should be discouraged, rather, 
more of such funds are needed In all parts of Africa But fn order to expand 
the scope or populat(on research fn Africa, both government and local prfvat~ 
agencies In Afr(can countries should allocate more funds for population studies 
so that while foreign funds are expended, If need be, mainly on family plan-
n(ng ~esearch, funds from local sources can be Invested rn studies of mortal1-
' ty~ ster(lity, labor force, urbanrzatron, and international migration, as well 
as on the trarnrng of personnel and the establ(shment of vital registration 
systems Only then can we ensure that 'population research In Africa is not 
mainly a'n adventure Jn fertrl(ty regulation. 
' TABLE 2: Summary of Population Assistance to Afrrca by Category, 1969 .. 1970 
(US dollars} 
/ 
Category 1969 1970 
f 
Famfly Plannfng 4,454,940 7' 155 ,355 
Demography 1'194 ,329 1,059,601 
/ 
Other 514,440 852,520 
Total 6,159,709 9,067,476 
1 
SOURCE: "Population Assistance to Africa, 1969 .. 1970 11 In African Population 





POPULATION SIZEJ GROWTH RATEJ AND STRUCTURE 
Afrfca South of the Sahara fs a region of dfverse demographic features 
Although the sub-contfnent rs generally sparsely populated, there are obvious 
signs of population pressure fn certain areas It rs a regfon at the pre-
trans1tfon stage of demographic evolutfon, charaeter1zed by hfgh fertility, but 
this excludes large parts of Middle Afrlca--notably Gabon, Central African Re-
publ lc, Cameroon and parts of the Congo--where sub-fertility remains a problem 
Mortality, especially Infant mortality, Is very hfgh, creating a low 1 lfe ex-
pectancy at birth The urban mortality rate fs geherally lower than that of 
the rural population, however Africa 1s the least urbanfzed continent in the 
world and, wfthfn the continent itself, tropical Afrfca ls the most· rural Yet 
one of the major population problems fn the sub-continent 1s the rapid rate of 
urbanization and the Inability of the urban areas to play a dynamic role 1n the 
process of development It 1s even argued that, fn spite of the overwhelming 
rural character of Its population, Africa Is probably over-urbanized 
Perhaps the two population problems most common among the countries of 
the sub-continent are a hrgh rate of populatron growth and the "perceptible 
dr1ft 11 of population from the countryside into the towns and cities Also com-
mon to the countries of Africa South of the Sahara 1s the youthful character of 
thefr populations, with 1ts fmpl lcatrons for potential population growth and a 
high dependency burden 
It 1s estimated that the population of Afrfca South of the Sahara was 
302 mill ion 1n 1975, representing about 76 percent of the total population of 
the continent East Africa, with an estimated population of a l 1ttle over 116 
m1ll1on, 1s the largest of the sub-regions, closely followed by West Africa, 
with an estimated population of about 115 mill ion 1n 1975 Middle Africa and 
Southern Africa contained 42 3 mill ion and 27 9 m1ll1on 1nhab1tants, respective-
ly, 1n that year 
Absolute population size of a region or country 1s of l 1ttle s1gn1f1-
cance except with reference to the resource base and level of technological 
development Although opt1mum population 1s not density dependent, references 
to the population of Africa South of the Sahara and the resources base are gen-
erally with respect to absblute density and agricultural density, obviously be-
cause of the preponderance of farmers among the working population In this 
regard, Hance (1970, 1972), Blayo and Blayo (1971), Som (1972), van de Walle 
(1972), and others emphasize the l 1m1ted population density of this region, 
with the exception of parts of West Africa Overall, population density 1n the 
region rs about 12 persons per square kf lometer, ranging from 6 persons per 
square kilometer 1n Middle Africa to 16 In West Africa, lnd1v1dual countries 
exhibit considerably higher densities, especially Rwanda (121), Burundi (118), 
and Nrger1a (63) Population density Jn most of the Islands 1n the sub-continent 
fs much higher, ranging from 407 persons per square kilometer 1n Maur1t1us to 
130 1n Seychelles I 
r; 
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For each of the countrres In this reg1on,/the ratio of population to 
arable land fs much higher, and It 1s this ratro that constitutes the measure 
6f population pressure (n the 1fterature Whichever measure Is employed, how-
ever, there seems to be a consensus In the l lterature that pressure of popula-
tron on land Is generally not yet a problem, In parts of West Africa, where 
such problems exist, considerable movements of populatfon are being experr-
enced--both rural-rural and rural-urban mlgrat1ons (Udo, 1972, Hance, 1970, 
01usanya, 1969c, Buchanan and Pugh, 1966) To alleviate the problem of popu-
lation pressure In these isolated Instances, various policy suggestions have 
been made, These Include agricultural settlement schemes (FAO, 1966), deli-
berate "rural fzatlon" of industries, and industrial lzatlon of rural-based 
crafts and productron processes (ILO, 1970). 
While h~gh population densfties tend to generate problems of pressure 
on land and other resources, Boserup (1965) argues that the existence of very 
low population density over most of Africa South of the Sahara tends to m1lf-
tate against large-scale social and economic development programs She empha-
sizes that both ancient and more recent history suggest that a concentratfon of 
population fn one area, accompanied by a change to Intensive systems of cult1-
vat Ion, will take place only under the pressure of Increasing population den-
sity or when a population has slave labor to work harder in agriculture than 
free members of the community are prepared to do, She gives the example of 
one tribe that, for some reason, had a more rapld rate of growth than 1ts 
neighbors Contrary to what Malthusian thfnk1ng would suggest, the tribe saw 
a third chofce other than starvation or conquest of territory. Instead, the 
young men of the tribe captured addftlonal labor outside their own territory 
and put them to agricultural work. In this way, by takfng advantage of their 
larger numbers ~nd enslaving members of neighboring tribes, a tribe experf-
enclng rapfd population growth could secure for Itself the advantages of dense 
and permanent settlement while avoiding the burden of additional hard work In 
agrf culture Thus, she concludes, 11a begfnnlng of economic development would 
be achieved by the method of Increasing the population through Imports of 
slave ldbor, In fact, population Increase fs a condition for economic devel-
opment tn (ts f rrst stages. 11 
1 No ~rgorous empirical data are provided to justify the assertion of a 
relationship between population growth and development In Its 1nft1al phase 
However 1 tn many parts of Middle Africa, particularly In the Central African 
Republ IC 9 Gabon, Congo, and Angola, where population density rs today between 
2 an~ 4 per~ons per square kilometer, Blayo and Blayo (1971) suggest that the 
low populatton densfty 1s due to h1storfcal factors, such as the slave trade, 
or to some of the consequences of colonization, or to problems of sub-fert1laty 
"attributed to a higher Incidence of pathological sterfl lty " Based on a study 
of,the Bqkwerl population In the Cameroons, Ardener (1962) argues that sub-
fertfl rty can also be attributed to~ hfgh rate of conjugal mob1l lty The 
l 1terature ts surprrsJngly silent on policy measures to raise fert1l 1ty where 
levels are unusually low, In order to fncrease the low population density 
The Executfve Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) once saJd 
that hfs- cornrnlss1on "supports the vfew that countries plagued by the problems 
of involuntary subfertlllty and lnfertfl1ty should seek ~ppropr1ate remedies 
fn the context of their own development needs." 1As borne out by the report of 
an tnternatlonql Workshop on Correlates of Sub·Fertfl1ty and Infertility held 
fn Ibadan fn 1973 1 l 1ttle 1s known about the causes of fnfert1l1ty and thus 
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""" ' policy measures to solve the
1 
problem must awaft the results of more intensive 
and.extensfve research efforts In the future 
The Malthusian specter'of population growth seems to be exemplified by 
the most recent reports on population growth In Africa South of the Sahara 
The ECA estimates that between 1956 and 1960 the rate of natural Increase was 
2 3 percent for West Africa, 2 4 percent for East Africa, and 2 2 percent for 
Middle Africa, Estimates available for Southern Africa Indicate consistently 
higher rates than In any other region of the sub-continent, computed to be 
about 2 7 percent durfng 1956-1960 by the US Bureau of the Census The most 
recent estimates (1970-1975) show the following regional patterns• Southern 
Africa, 3 0 percent, East Africa, 2 8 percent, West Africa, 2 6 percent, Mid-
dle Africa, 2 3 percent 
There Is no given rate of populatfon growth that ls inherently undesir-
able Much depends on the relatfonsh1p between population size and growth rate 
on the one hand and resources and the level of technology for their utilization 
on the other (Ojo, 1968, Som, 1968) But Som also argues that there Is a'def-
1nlte relatfonshfp between the rate of population growth and investment re-
quirement• "The higher the rate of population growth, the more, proportionate-
ly, of the natfonal fncome that should be fnvested In order to keep the per 
capita level of lfving at the same level as before, and the less, therefore, 
of the total Jnvestment that fs available to Increase the level of per capita 
1 fving " General lzfng from data derived from Ghana and Kenya, Som concludes 
that actual fnvestment Jn most African countries has been less than planned 
because of the generally high rates of population growth, which requires that 
about three-quarters of the fa~1ly income be expended on food alone 
It Is fmportant to note the peculiar nature of population growth 1n 
this part of Afrfca Accordfng to Blacker (1967), In Western Europe during 
the efghteenth and early nineteenth centuries, po~ulat1on growth followed In, 
the wake of economfc development, but fn Africa today, it 1s economic develop-
ment that fs being fostered 1n the wake of an expanding population While the 
downward trend In mortality 1n Western Europe was due largely to economic de-
velopment, fn recent years dramatic redustfons 1n mortality have been achieved 
1n Africa due to importation of medical technology but ''without necessarily 
any economrc growth at al 1." 
In those parts of the region where a dense agricultural population 1s 
experiencing a rapid rate of growth, 1t fs assumed that the resultant pressure 
on land ls giving rise to an encroachment on fallow (Allan, 196/) and also to 
"the atomization of land into very small units, with an extremely detrimental 
resul't to agrrculture Jn general" (Blacker~ 1967) The drift'of population from 
such areas is generally regarded as a negatfve factor in developn1ent sfnce most 
of such dfspl~ced persons are assumed to head for urban areas to JOln the 1 
ever-growing reserve of the unemployed, That a good proportion of sucH 1nd1-
vlduals constitute the army of Internal colonfzers of unused and underut1l1zed 
rural l~nd fs seldom given the attention It deserves Much of the work of R K 
Udo on rural-rural migration emphas1~es the amount of resource development 




The polfcy options usually proferred for dealfng with the high rate of 
population growth fn many parts of,the continent are remarkable for their same-
ness. Sfnce natural Increase Is the result of the balance of bf rths over 
deaths and a polfcy of mortalfty fncrease fs unthinkable, fertllfty Is the 
~ J I 
obvious scape-goat, and the literature portrays ft as such It Is noteworthyp 
however, that only~ fn Ghana has Immigration been a fa~tor In the high rate of 
population growth, there, the average rate of populatlon growth exceeded the 
rate of natural fncrease by 0 6 percent between 1948 and 1960 Immigration 
into Ghana decreased following the 1969 Al fens Complfance Order, which led to 
a large-scale expulsfon of immigrants In Ghana If the present Immigration 
polfcy remains rn force, Galsfe (1969) and others predict that the future con-
tribution of lmmlgratton to population growth wfll become neg11ble 
AGE COMPOSITION 
, Afrfcan nat~ons fn general exhfblt the features of a young population 
In many countries> youths under age 15 make up more than 40 percent of the total 
population. According to Blayo and Blayo (1971), the proportion of the popula-
tion under age 15 In all African countrfes (except Sferra Leone, Liberia, Ga-
bon, and Namibia) 1s at least 45 percent and occasionally above 50 percent (To-
goland, Chad, Lesotho, and possibly Kenya). The range In West Africa Is from 
37.8 percent fn Sierra Leone (1963) to 51,4 percent In Togoland (1961). Both 
Middle and Southern Africa exhibit the same pattern of varfab1llty with r~spect 
to the share of youths 1n national total populations• In Middle Africa esti-
mates vary from 33 2 percent fn Gabon (1960-1961) to 50 1 percent In Chad 
(1963-1964}, whfle 1n Southern Africa the range rs from 39.4 percent In Nami-
bia (1960) to 50,5 percent 1n Lesotho (1966) In East Africa, the proportions 
of youths are uniformly high, generally over 45.0 percent, and In Kenya estr-
mates show that the population has been growing younger (the proportion aged 
0-14 fncreased from 46,3 percent fn 1962 to 48 6 percent In 1969). 
There Is no controversy fn the lfterat~re-as to why these African coun-
tries have young age structures, Apart from possible age mlsreportfng, the 
youthful character of the populatfon of Africa South of the Sahara fs gener-
ally attrfbuted to the Influence of persistently hfgh fertllfty under cond1-
t1ons of moderate declines 1n mortalrty, especially per1-natal and fnfant mor-
tality. 
One consequence of a young-p(;pulatfon fs a high dependency ratio (Som, 
~J972, Blayo and Blayo, 1971; Angwenyf, 1972). A young populatfon also has Im-
pl 1cat1ons for an increasing school-age population, with the attendant problem 
of a reduct1on-
1
fn the literacy rate, already low fn almost all Sub-Saharan 
African countr~es Education budgets in most countries are Jnelastfc, and 1f 
lfteracy standards are to improve sfgn1ffcantly one solution fs to curb the 
growth rate of the school-age.population. Otherw1sei national governments Jn 
Afrfca South of the Sahara will be faced with an up-hill task in attemptfng to 
fmprove literacy standards. As Gavin Jones (1971) put ft "It fs a matter of 
running up the down escalator, It fs possfble to reach the top, but the effort 





Mortalrty fs a neglected area of study fn almost all the countrres of 
Afrrca South of the Sahara Where reports are available at all, they are limi-
ted to available census data or sample surveys taken at dffferent points rn 
time It fs therefore dlff1cult to assess the regional pattern of mortality, in 
the sub-continent at a gfven period or to attempt a trend analysis of this cru-
cral demographic varfable. 
Nevertheless, a few generalfzatlons concerning the condrtlons of mortal-
ity fn the sub-contfnent can be made One~generalfzat1on common to all the 
available reports rs that the levels of mortal rty within the nations of Afrrca 
South of the Sahara are among the highest fn the world. Accordrng to the Demo-
graphic Yearbook estrmates, Afrfca recorded an average crude death rate of~ 
per 1,000 populatron between 1963 and ,1969, followed by Asia's 16 per 1,000 1 
Durfng this perfod both Europe and Oceanfa had an average crude death rate of 
10 per 1,000, and USSR's 7 per 1,000 was the lowest among the major regrons of 
the world Within the sub-contfnent, crude mortal f ty rates vary wrdely, West 
Afrrca, 25 per 1,000, Middle Africa, 24, Southern Africa, 16, and East Africa, 
17 (WHO, 1971) 
Estfmates by Som (1968} show- that these regronal averages conceal a great 
deal of var1ab1lfty among the natrons Wfth a crude death rate of 40 per 1,000 
and an estimated rnfant mortalfty rate of 216 per 1,00011ve births (1954-1955), 
Gurnea had the hrghest level of mortal 1ty In all of Afrfca and perhaps the low-
est life expectancy at brrth of any human population Outside West Africa, Ga-
bon also compares with Guinea, with an estimated crude death rate of 30 per 
1,000 and an rnfant mortality rate of 229 per 1,000 live births rn the early 
1960s In East Afrrca, fairly low mortality levels are reported; Sam's report 
(1968) 1nd1cates a crude death rate of 8 6 and 9 9 per 1,000 for Maur1t1us and 
Reunion, respect1vel1y East Africa occupfes a middle position among the re-
gions of Africa, with an average crude death rate of 17 per 1,000 and a life 
expectancy at birth of over 40 years (WHO, 1971) 
Infant mortal rty rate 1s generally regarded as a more reliable indicator 
of health than crude mortality rate Except in a few islands, infant mortality 
rates 1n all countries of Africa are exceedingly hfgh at least 120 out of 
every 1,00011ve-born children die before the age of one year (WHO, 1971) The 
value 1s considered an underestimate Som 1s report (1968) ina1cates that both 
Guinea and Niger show the hrghest levels of rnfant mortalrty Jn West Africa, 
with 216 and 200 per 1,000 live brrths, respeetavely Agarn, Mauritrus and Re-
union, with infant mortality rates of 56 7 and 74 2 per 1,000 live births, re-
spectively, exhibit the lowest levels recorded for any country In the sub-
contrnent 
Little rs known about the causes of death in Afrtca South of the Sahara 
This Is due to several reasons. (1) compulsory reglstratfon of vital events 
1s 1 rmited to a few countries, (2) where reg1stratfon systems exist, the 
j 
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geographic scope of coverage I~ limited; and (3) even where records of cause 
of death are available, they are generally subject to considerable errors arrs-
fng from Inaccurate diagnoses (WHO, 1971, Coale, 1968, Som, 1968) The WHO 
account assumes that during the past 25 years a shift has occurred Jn the rank 
order of the major killers According to their report 
Mass campaigns against convnunfcable diseases have made a remarkable 
contribution to the decline rn mortal lty and morbJdity In many dis-
eases, Mass vaccinations have played a part Jn reducing the Inci-
dence of yellow fever, smallpox, whooping cough, tetanus, dlptheria 
,and tuberculosis However, diseases like yellow fever, typhus, 
smallpox, tetanus and tuberculosfs periodically cause hJgh mortality 
DJseases of the respJratory system are found ln 1 all age ~roups of 
the population EnterJtfs, tetanus and congenital malformations 1 
cause a great number of deaths, particularly among Jnfants and chil-
dren But by far the biggest killer on the African contfnent Is 
malaria and ft will be so for years to come 
One can 1 only add to the long list above the possJble impact of hJgh 
fertrlity and mortality Where medfeal services are not easily available (as 
, in m~st of the rur'al areas of Africa) chrldblrth exposes women to a very high 
risk of death, Larger family sizes are reported to be associated with a higher 
~Incidence of Illness, prematurity, mortality, and retarded growth among sib-
lings Mothers tend to suffer from "maternal depletion syndrome" If bfrth 
Intervals are short, and when short birth fntervals are combined with higher 
parities, the dFsslpatfon of energy In childbirth and child care Jncreases 
the risk of maternal mortalfty, especially where medJcal fac1lt1es are not 
avalJable, (Arowolo, 1974, Wray, 1971; Sal, 1971). This fs why famfly plan-
nrng programs are sometimes regarded as an Jntegral part of national health 
programs (Akfnla, 1967). B~t ff family planning rs an indirect policy measure 
against mortalfty, the WHO provfdes a policy guideline for overall mortalJty 
reduction 1n Africa 
- Medfcal progress and th~ applfcatfon of new knowledg~ to the preven-
t1onp control and care of varrous dJseases, 
/ 
~ M3S~ vaccinations and mass eradfcation campaigns; 
~ !m?rovement of the health Jnfrastructure (constructron of hospftais, 
educatfon 1 and trarnrng of health personnel and financial afd), 
--
~ tmprovement of general sanitary conditions;, 
~ Socfo~economrc development, 
~A rfse in lfvJng standards~ 
With regard to mortality drfferentfals, such as between urban and rural 
~reas or socfoeconom1c classes, the paucf ty of studies rs also very notable 
One exceptfon is the study by Cantrelle (1975) of the mortal 1ty sftuation rn a 
number of French-speakrng African countries Cantrelle explores the relation-
ship between mortality and certain rndlcators of social and economic develop-
ment, notably agricultural production, climate, urban1zat1on, and public 
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health services Referrfng to specific examples from Senegal, Cameroon, and 
Nfger, he speculates that, apart from the Independent effect of diseases, the 
dffferentlals in mortalfty among segments of the rural population 1n these 
countries might not be unrelated to the "influence of nutrf tfon, undernour-
ishment and malnutrftion~" suggesting that policies promoting agricultural 
development, 1f geared toward providing adequate nutrition, are capable of 
reducing mortality rates In African countries. ' 
All available data show that urban areas exhibit lower mortality rates 
than rural districts. Cantrelle malntafns that this dffferentlal will con-
tinue to Increase Jn the years ahead The dffferentlal Is attributed to the 
better economic status and higher standard of 11vfng of urban dwellers, as 
well as the concentratfon,of medical facilities In urban areas With regards 
to policy on mortality 1n general, Cantrelle argues that Improvement of eco-
nomfc condftlons would be more effective In reducing the overall level of mor-





FERTILITY AND FAMILY PLANNING 
I 
Issues of fert1l1ty and family planning tend to be jointly discussed 
1n the literature, perhaps with just1ffcatfon Fert1lfty fs the most crucial 
demographic variable 1n population dynamics, and the much-publ 1c1zed need to 
11control 11 the general Jy hJgh levels of fertll Jty among most Africa nations 1n 
order to raise per capita income has led to the popular tendency to treat fam-
1 ly planning studies (of contraceptive knowledge, attftudes, and practice) as 
an integral part of fert1l 1ty research Fertrt 1ty 1s the variable to be 11 reg-
- ulated 11 and family planning provides the means 
Africa South of the Sahara Is the most fertile of the maJor regions of 
the world Based on estimates of birth rates In tropical Africa, Coale and Lor-
imer (1968) conclude that, with an overall birth rate of 49 per 1,000 and an 
average total fert1l1ty of 6.5 children, thfs regfon Is exceptionally fertile. 
It 1s generally accepted, however, that fert11Jty levels are not evenly d1str1-
buted throughout the region For instance., a rfdge of hfgh fert1l1ty 1s 1rden-
t1f1ed as extending 1n East Africa from southeastern Sudan down through parts 
of Uganda and Kenya, through Rwanda and Burundf and parts of Tanzania, and 
through the southern and eastern provinces of the Congo fnto Zambia, Southern 
Rhodesia, and the southern provinces of Mozambrque. This rfdge of high fert1l-
1ty reappears along the coast of West Africa from southern N1ger1a to the Ivory 
Coast, and northwards through western N1ger1a into parts of Niger and Upper 
Volta (Coale, 1968) Page and Coale (1972) later confirmed the East-Central 
African ridge of high fert111ty as well as its West African extension, which 
they observed also incorporates Maurftan1a and parts of Mall W1th1n the high 
fert1l 1ty belt, total fert1l1ty Is estimated at an average of over 6 0 children 
While high fert1lrty rs a problem 1n most parts of the sub-continent, 
there ts also need to appreciate the problem of sub~fert1l1ty and 1nfert1l 1ty 
that has plagued a few countries 1n this region for quite some time Sub-
fert1l1ty ~nd 1nfert1l1ty affl 1ct a number of Mfddle African countries, notably 
the Central African Republ 1c and Cameroon (Adadevoh, 1974) lnfert1l1ty, caus-
ing 11 numencal regression," 1s also a problem in the eastern and equatorial pro-
vinces of the Democratic Republ Jc ofi Congo and among the Zandes and Nzakaras 
of the Eas~ern Oubangu1 (Retel-Laurent1n, 1971). Page and Coale (1972) have 
also ldenuf1~d 11a few islands of apparent lower fertil 1ty" 1n West Africa, 
nqmely Gambia, Portuguese Gu1nea, Sierra Leone, L1ber1a, and northern Ghana 
When all the estimates are taken together, West Africa appears to be 
the most fertile region fn the sub-continent, with an estimated crude birth i 
rate of u7 51 per 1,000 population 1n 1974 This region 1s closely followed 
by East Africa, recording 46-50 births per 1,000 population In the same year 
Southern Africa's average of 39-40 per 1,000 popul1at1on 1s easily the lowest, 
with the Middle African region occupyrng an fntermedfate pos1t1on (US Bureau 
of the Census~ 1976) 
I 
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'Since the level of fertlllty fn no country In Sub-Saharan Africa IS 
lower than 30 per 1,000 populatfon, rt rs safe to conclude that the sub-region ~ 
Is still at the Initial phase of demographic evolution What has social sci-
ence research 1dentlfied as the determinants of high fertility In Africa South 
of the Sahara? Based on sample survey da~a or other kinds of stock data on a 
11m1ted or national scale, research Indicates that the persistence of hlgh fer-
t1llty 1n this part of Africa rs broadly related to the followlng factors· 
1 widespread illiteracy of the population, 
2 limited urbanization or widespread rural dwellings, 
) 
3 preponderance of farmers and related workers In the work force; 
4 high mortality, especially at Infancy, 
I 
5 trad1tlonalfsm and relfglon beliefs; 
6 low age at marrfage, universality of marriage, and polygamy, 
7 poverty of the population, and 
8 11m1ted know-lege of, negative attitude toward, and restricted 
practice of modern methods of fertil lty regulation 
It fs dlfffcult to relate the regional var1atfons In fertJlity In the 
sub-continent to the characterfstfcs 11sted above. Par one thing, reports on 
factors affecting fert1lrty are avaflable for small population groups w1th1n 
countries or, at best, for national population groups, and the variables lden-
' \ 
t If 1ed with fertility patterns differ from one report to another, depending up-
on the researchers' objectives. Also, such reports dfffer with respect to time, 
study population, and objectives -
Common to most reports on fertility In Sub-Saharan Africa 1s the nota-
ble lnfluence of certain 1nd1cators of modernization, for example, reduction 
of venereal disease (Rom~n1uk, 1968), increasing levels of educational attain-
ment (Olusanya, 1969b, Arowolo, 1976), and urban living (Olusany~, 1969b, Cald-
well, 1969b, Ekanem, 1974, Dow, 1971, Ohadlke, 1968a, Galsle, 1969, Ej1ogu, 
1968, Friedlander, 1968) 
In his report on the Congo (now Zaire), Romanfuk noted the existence 
of str1k1ng differences rn fertility rates among regions. These differences 
were said to be assoc1 ated with a high incidence of childlessness, attributed 
to venereal disease, in certain regions Pathological childlessness 1s also 
known to be the major cause of 1nfert1l1ty and sub-fertility 1n the low-fert1l1ty 
belt of Middle Africa, to which reference has been made Caldwell, therefore, 
argues that reduction of venereal disease (arising from better health measures 
1n the course of modernization) and perhaps greater stabfllty 1n sexual rela-
tions will tend to raise the birth rate 
Education appears to be the most fmportant srngle variable commonly ci-
ted In association with varlatfo~s 1n fertility and famfly planning practice~ 
Higher levels of educational achievement are corrmonly reported to be negatively 
( 
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related to fert1l1ty (Ghana Caldwell, 1967a, 1969b~ tropical Africa 
Okedlj1, 1973, Lagos, Nigeria Ohadike, 1968b; Sierra Leone. Dow, 1971, 
Nigeria Caldwell and lgun, 1970, Kenya EJlogu, 1972) 
Education acts as a fertility depressant In part because 1t tends to 
Increase knowledge of favorable attitudes toward and practice of family plan-
ning Morgan's (1972) report on Lagos, like the others cited, Indicates that 
educational fevel 1s pos1t1vely associated with family planning cl 1n1c atten-
dance In all these reports ft rs contended that not only do educated1women 
show greater knowledge of modern family planning methods, but they tend to be 
more favorably disposed to usrng these methods and they practice family plan-
ning more effectively Olusanya (1969a) ldentlfled certain cultural barrfers 
to the acceptance of modern techniques of fertflfty regulation among the Yoru-
ba in western Nigeria (namely, sex preferences, fears about prom1scu1ty and 
mar1,tal inf1del1ty, misunderstandfngs about modern contraceptives), but felt 
that education would erode these traditional barriers. 
The emergence of rural-urban fertility differentials 1n parts of Sub-
Saharan Africa 1s seen by some as evidence of an 1mm1nent ferttl 1ty decl 1ne, 
especially 1n urban places, Gaisle (1969) has shown urban fert1l1ty to be 10 
percent less than rural fertlltty in Ghana. Caldwell (1969b, 1971) also re-
ported higher 1rura~ than urban fertility 1n Ghana, which he attributed to dif-
ferences 1n age at marriage, marftal stability, survival chances, and level of 
educational attainment In an earlier study, Caldwell (1967a) derived ch1ld-
woman ratios from the 1960 populatfon censu~ of Ghana that suggested lower fer-
t1l1ty among urban dwellers than the rural population This is a weak measure 
of ,fert1l 1ty, 1f only because the ch1ld-~oman ratio 1s highly susceptible to 
"m1grat1on baas," and the author took note of this problem Nevertheless, he 
concluded then, as he later emphasrzed, that the urban areas of Ghana would 1n1-
t1ate the process of fert1l 1ty decline In the country ~ 
Ohad1ke (l968b) has 1dentff1ed certain factors 1nd1cat1ng the poss1b1l-
1t1 of fert1l1ty decl 1ne tn Lagos· r1sfng age at marriage, 1ncreas1ng demand 
for education, and widespread use of modern methods of contraception w1th1n 
marriage He contends that the structure of fam1l1es 1n Lagos 1s becoming more 
nuclear than extended Ekanem's reports (1974a and b) give the same general 
1mpress1on of lower urban fer1l 1ty rn parts of the former Eastern Region of 
N1ger1a Among the Ibo population that he studied, urban women have lower fer-
t1l1ty than rural women, especially at ages 15-39 Dow's (1971) study of rural 
and urban sections of Srerra Leone found a substantially higher average number 
of 11 ve b 1 rths among rural women than women 1 n the towns and 1 n met ropo 11 tan 
Freetown Mal 1, Guinea, and Togo are class1f1ed by Cohen (1967) as countries 
with lower urban than rural fert1l1ty 
There are, however, other reports on rural-urban fert1l1ty d1fferen-
t1als that suggest the contrary Completed fertfl1ty among urban women 1n Eka-
nem's study (1974) was higher than that of rural women Earl 1er, Olusanya 
(1969b) reported a higher fertility rate among the urban population than the 
village population he studied In a re~ent report, Arowolo (1976) has shown 
that urban Jbadan women have hfgher fe~tll1ty than rural women, especially when 
the Influence of differences rn l 1teracy Is controlled This he attributes to 
the better health and environmental conditions to which urban women are exposed~ 
regardless of their educational levels, as compared to residents In the rural 
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local1t1es studied, who do not enjoy the benefits of modern hospitals and clin-
ics, pure water, electricity, and modern sanitation Roman1uk (1968) found 
higher natal 1ty among urban as compared to rural communities In Zaire Ac-
cording to his calculations, the adjusted birth rate was 44 for rural an~ 52 
for urban areas He attributed this differential, In part, to a higher propor-
tion of married women, especially 1n the younger ages, among urban women and 
possible differences in fecundity Data from Gabon and, to some extent, Upper 
Volta also show higher urban than rural fertility {Cohen, 1967) 
Evidence from studfes of rural-urban differences 1n family pla~n1ng at-
titudes and practices does not seem to clarify these apparently contradictory 
findings about rural-urban differentials 1n fertlllty 1n the sub-continent ~ 
Pool (1967) reported that urban respondents In a Ghana study demonstrated bet-
ter knowledge of and more concern about family planning than their rural coun-
terparts An evaluation of the experimental rural family planning program 1n 
lshan Division (lrrua, N1gerJa) concluded that the prospects of a widespread 
acceptance of modern family planning methods 1n the rural areas are bleak {As-
cad1, 1972) Arowolo 1s (1976) findfngs from Nfgerla give a s1m1lar 1mpress1on 
18 percent of Interviewed women fn Ibadan had ever used a modern method of con-
traception compared to less than 5 percent In the smaller towns studied In-
deed, In one rural area, knowledge or use of any modern method was nil If 
family planning practice 1s an urban rather than a rural phenomenon, one po11cy 
Implication 1s that investments In family planning programs are likely to be 
more rewarding ff directed to the better-informed, highly motivated urban pop-
ulation of the sub-continent 
Studles of the relat1onsh1p between education and fertility are also 
1ncons1stent 1n their findings Pool (1968) and Ga1s1e (1969) present conv1n-
c1ng evidence for Ghana of the existence of a negative relat1onsh1p between 
educational achievement and fert1lfty levels Studies on N1ger1a are not con-
clusive on this Issue A 1964 study of Lagos found that educational levels 
of both wives and husbands were negatively related to fert1l1ty levels {Oha-
d1ke, 1968) S1m1lar f1nd1ngs have been reported for Ibadan by Oked1JI (1967) 
and parts of Sierra Leone by Dow (1971) However, Olusanya 1s report {1969b) 
of a study of rural and urban areas of the former Western Region of N1ger1a 
1nd1cates a general tendency for reported average number of children born a-
live to be higher among educated than uneducated women This f1nd1ng may not 
contradict other reports, however, since his analysis 1s based on a 11m1ted 
class1f1cat1on of educational attainment (no education and primary and above), 
whereas other studies have attempted to relate fertility levels to varying de-
grees of educational attainment Indeed, a recent study (Arowolo, 1976) of 
Ibadan shows that women with high school education appear to have sl 1ghtly 
lower fert1l1ty than primary-school educated women, and university trained wo-
men report a lower level of fert1l 1ty than high school graduates But primary 
education, by exposing the recipients to rudimentary rules of hygiene and bet-
ter dietary habits, may result 1n higher fertility without changing trad1t1on-
al attitudes toward family s17e 
Small-scale studfes 1n Ghana (Busla, 1954), In N1ger1a {Ekanem, 1974a 
and b), and 1n Zaire {Brebant, 1954) have examined the relat1onsh1p between 
polygyny and fert1I lty Brebant 1 s report on Zaire seems to support the thesis 
that polygyny' 1s a1ssoc1ated with lower fert1 Jfty than monogamy "the effective 
fertil 1ty rate,'' defined ac; the ratio of the 11ve b1 rths registered dL1r1ng ayear, 
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to the number of marrfed women of specified ages, probably 15-45 years, 11 fs 
lower fn polygamous marrfages than rn monogamous marrf ages from 25-45 percent, 
with an average of 31 percent. 11 Bus1a (1954) dfd not observe any s1gn(flcant 
difference In fertility between monogamously and polygynously marrfed women 
1n Ghana However, even If polygyny serves to Increase fertility, fts fncf-
dence 1n any human populatfon fs llmfted and can be expected to disappear with 
modern lzat r ~n 
Little fs known about the Influence of religion, occupatfon, and In-
come on fert1l1ty Jn Africa South of the Sahara. With regard to rellgfon the 
general contention rs that religious group differences fn fertility are due 
to differences in contraceptfve practice, relfgfousness, type of education 
(secular versus rel 1glous}, socloeconomfc status, ethnfcfty, and minority sta-
tus Although reseanch reports elsewhere seem to conff rm thfs general hypo-
thesis, the ~ultrpl1c1ty of re11grousgroups with different rel lgfous phfloso-
ph1es sets a limit on the extent to which ffndfngs from one region can be ex-
trapolated to another with sfmilar religious orientation 
, One specif Jc hypothesfs that has been tested fn parts of Africa relates 
to the fmpl1catlons of rel1g1on for contraceptfve'use. Given the pro-natalist 
posft1on of certafn rel igfous groups (e.g , Catholfcs, Moslems) and the varyfng 
9egree of permissiveness on the fssue of famf ly planning among others (e g , 
Protestants, Jews), the explanation of dffferentfa1 fertllfty lfes mainly, 
other factors belng the same, fn rel fgfous group dffferentfals In knowledge of, 
attitudes toward, and practfce of family planning 
In parts of Sub~Saharan Afrfca, Caldwell ffnds no fmpact of religion 
on contraceptive adoption Hrs report on a survey of economically better-off 
urban fam1l1es fn Ghana showed 1fttle sfgnfffcant association between the will-
ingness to use family planning clrnrcs and the, rel fgfon of efther husband or 
wife In Maur1tfus, the Catholic Church Is reported to gfve actfve encourage-
ment to "approved methods" of famf fly planning Even Jn the predominantly Mos-
lem countries of Africa, It has been shown that the adoption of family planning 
has little to do with rel ig1on The real obstacles to family planning programs 
1n Sub-Saharan Africa, as borne out by Caldwell's work, are social and econom-
ic lack of frnance, shortage of trafned personnel, fnsufffcfent publicity, 
uncertainly of government support, the dffficu1ty of 5Upp1yfng remote and rural 
areas, rural Illiteracy, and suspicion on the part of those holdf~g more tra-
ditfonal attitudes 
There 1s 11ttle in the literature on the relationshfp between occupa-
tion and fertrl 1ty 1n Sub-Saharan Afrfca, and the little evidence avaflable 
does not lead to any def1n1te conclusion ft 1s only Jn the advanced, fndus-
trfal1zed societies that research has shown convlncfngly the existence of a 
negative assoc1at1on between female labor force partlcfpatfon and fertility 
In the less-developed countries, the relatfonshfp rs generally not clear Oha-
d1ke (1968) observed among Lagos women that the relationship between occupation 
and fert1l1ty ts not clearly delineated, educat~onal as well as maternal age 
differences explain, In part, differences among occupational classes Aro~o­
lo~s repqrt (1976) of a study of 6,606 women In Ibadan city comes to a s1m1lar 
conclusion no clear-cut pattern of fertility differentials fs dfscernfble 




Part of the explanation for this obscured relat(onsh(p may be because 
the Joint roles of mother and worker In the studied population do not Involve 
a great deal of role conflict, and the crucial Issue rs role compatab1l(ty 
rather than mere employment status _It Is suggested that even where role con-
fl lct among working mothers Is not In doubt, accessibility to house-helpers 
(relatives, houseboys, maids) provides "adequate adaptive mechanisms" for In-
tegrating traditional, rural cultural norms of hfgh fertility Into the pattern 
of modern urban liyJng (Arowolo, 1976). So far, Increasing part1c1patron of 
African women Jn urban-type occupations does not seem to be generating the 
expected n~gat1ve effect on their fertility 
Since the emphasfs Jn the literature on fertility seems to be on the 
extent of contraceptive use, It fs worthwhile to 1examfne the policy recommen-
dations in the literature regarding the d1ssemfnatfon of family planning Infor-
mation and services In Sub-Saharan Africa Modern clfncls provide several ser-
vices and It is consequential to operating strategy which of the services or 
contraceptive methods available are most acceptable to the population 
According to almost all reports, the most common famrly planning methods 
available 1n cl1nces are the pfll, IUD, and condom. Although reports are si-
lent on why users prefer one method over another, the popula~1ty of the pill 
may not be unrelated to the cost and ease of purchase outside the clrn1cs In 
addition, the possible side effects of the pfll do not typically result 1n 
pain or bleeding, as do those associated with the IUD, and thus may be more 
tolerated 1 r 
According to Wright (1968), the training of a large number of nurses, 
mrdwrves, and paramedical auxflfarles 1s necessary If a country like N1ger1a 
1s to operate a natlonwfde program of family planning Hartfield (1968) also 
emphasizes the potentfalrtfes of paramedfcal personnel In the provision of 
f~m1ly plannfng services, arguing that the nurse/midwife can be relied on to 
insert IUDs with minimum rfsk even in rural ar~as Along the same line, Cald-
well advocates 1nc~ud1ng family planning courses In the trafn(ng programs of 
African medical students Caldwell, Mort, Arowolo, and Aklnla (1967) have 
argued that health services be Increased and expanded to incorporate family 
planning cl1n1cs so that modern methods are more accessible to the people 
' 
The family plannfng message can be brought to the people more effec-
tively through the government or Its agencies; and to this end, Caldwell re-
commends that the respective governments be educated Based on ana]ys1s of 
hospital data and survey fnformat1on on abortion Jn N1gerra, Adadevoh and 
Ak1nla (1969) recommended sex education for young girls Lambo and Bakare 
(1971) explored the psychological dimensions of family planning practices 1n 
three contrasting segments of the population In parts of Nigeria and concluded 
that different communication techniques should be used for rnduc1ng different 
•segments of the population to accept modern methods of family regulation 
~review of government posftlons on population g~owth and family plan-
ning as of 1977 shows five countries with official polrcfes to reduce the 
growth rate and 13 who officially support family planning activities for other 
than demographic reasons (Table 3) Specifically, Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, 











































The government's development plan calls attention to the problems of education 
and employment posed by the large proportion of the population under age 15 The 
maternal and child health service incorporates the concept of child spacing The 
Family Planning Assoc1at1on has been off1c1ally registered since 1972 A popula-
tion census was conducted 1n 1975 / 
..._, 
According to Chapter 14 of the 1976-81 National Development Plan, the health poli-
cy incorporates making "family planning advice and materials available to all po-
tential parents and by so doing to achieve a reduction 1n the population growth 
rate In add1t1on the government will undertake research to discover parents' 
reasons for des1r1ng large fam1l 1es this 1s necessary 1f efforts to persuade '.;;. 
people to have fewer children are to be effective" F1nanc1al assistance has been 
provided by the UN Fund for Population Act1v1t1es, US Agency for International De-
velopment, Danish International Development Agency, and International Planned Par-
enthood Federation, which established a subs1d1ary there 1n 1971 
The government considers the country to be underpopulated Family planning 1s not 
promoted, however, as a health measure, the government 1s prepared to allow health 
fac1!1t1es and personnel to provide advice and services 
The government does not support family planning but permits family planning ser-
vices to be offered 1n some areas 1n connection with maternal and child health 
programs and cl1n1cs A local Family Guidance Assoc1at1on offers family planning 
services 
At a conference on population and family planning 1n December 1974, the-m1n1ster 
of health expressed great concern over the country's infant mortality and morb1-
d1ty rates, and stated that family planning 1s an important element 1n the coun-
try's development The private Family Planning Assoc1at1on 1s permitted to use 
M1n1stry of Health cl1nlcs and personnel 1n prov1d1ng family planning services 
Also, contraceptives are imported duty free 
The 1973-78 Five-Year Plan stipulates a target to reduce the population growth 
rate from about 3 9 percent 1n 1970 to 1 75 percent by 2000 The National Fam1 ly 
Planning Programme uses ex1st1ng fac1l1t1es and personnel 1n both the public and 
private sectors, with the planning, coord1nat1on, and funding roles assigned to the 
M1n1stry of Economic Planning Fam1 ly planning 1nformat1on and services are ava11-
able to all, regardless of age, number of l•v1ng children, or ab1l1ty to pay In 
1974, the program extended the scope'of its commercial d1str1but1on of contracep-
tives by 1nv0 Jv1ng commercial houses 1n add1t1on to the Ghana National Trading Com-
pany, which hitherto had been the program's sole commercial agent 





































The Ivory Coast has no organized family planning act1v1t1es and tends to view the 
population growth rate as acceptable 
The demographic target set 1n the Five-Year Development Plan, 1974-78, 1s to re-
duce the population growth rate from an estimated 3 5 percent to 3 25 percent at 
the end of the plan period, ''with a view to creating a better balance between pop-
ulation growth and economic development " Long-range targets are to decrease the 
growth rate to 3 percent by 1980 and to 2 8 percent by 2000 The program operates 
under the M1n1stry of Health through the national health network Cl1n1cs o~fer-
1ng IUDs and oral contraceptives free of charge are set up wherever professional 
personnel are available The government subs1d1zes private cl1n1cs that offer 
free conventional contraceptives The Family Planning Assoc1at1on 1s responsible 
for education and mot1vat1on In 1976 the program trained and deployed 156 family N 
health field-educators, increased the number of service delivery points, and es- V"I 
tabl1shed a contraceptive log1st1cs mon1tor1ng system 
In 1974 a major change occurred 1n the government's attitude toward family plan-
ning, following the recommendations of a national population comm1ss1on In his 
inaugural address to the National Population Symposium 1n June 1974, the prime m1n-
1ster stated, "There are signs that the population factor could be one of 
these constraints to development " At the same time, the government adopted a po-
s1t1on to support family planning services 1n the context of maternal and child 
health, and discussed with the International Planned Parenthood Federation and 
other organ1zat1ons the means to integrate family life education into an agricul-
tural development program 1n a region having a population of 94,000 
In a statement released on 1 May 1973, President W R Tolbert, Jr stated, "The 
wholesome funct1on1ng society envisages an integrated development plan of qual1ta-
t1ve improvement 1n the standard of 11v1ng for all our people This involves 
maternal and chi Id health and fam1 ly planning / Responsible parenthood 1s 
JUSt as important as responsible fiscal policy We owe 1t to ourselves and to 
posterity to take advantage of modern technology wherever 1t 1s available" 
Although the government tends to be pronatal1st, 1t has recently moved to include 
family planning services 1n 1ts maternal and child health services It has also 
created a National Council on Population and a director of population 1n the Min-
istry of Social Affairs 
The government 1s basically pronatal1st and proh1b1ts wide d1ssem1nat1on of family 
planning services and 1nformat1on 
Mali was one of the first Francophone countries 1n sub-Saharan Africa to adopt a 
policy to support family planning for spacing and maternal and child health rea-
sons In order to establish the program, 1n 1972 Mali repealed the French law of 
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1920 proh1b1t1ng the advert1s1ng, sale, or d1str1but1on of contraceptives Demon-
stration centers 1n both urban and rural locations are under way and the govern-
ment ant1c1pates that services will be available 1n about 20 health centers by 
1978 
As expressed 1n the Four-Year Development Plan, government policy rs to reduce the 
gross reproduction rate from 1 92 rn 1969 to 1 20 between 1980 and 1985 This re-
presents a crude birth rate of 22 5 1n the early 1980s In 1972 the government 
assumed full respons1b1l1ty for family planning and maternal and chrld health 
However, the Family Planning Assoc1at1on continues to run two clrnrcs and to pro-
mote education and mot1vat1on, while Act~on Fam1l1ale continues to receive a gov-
ernment grant to provide methods acceptable to the Catholic Church 
To pursue the objective of 1ntegrat1ng family planning activities Into~ national 
health and welfare program, the government established a National Population Coun-
cil 1n 1975 The council's functions are (a) to advise on national population 
pol rcy and to coordinate rts 1mplementat1on, and (b) to secure internal and exter-
nal assistance for famrly planning and channel such assistance to appropriate or-
gan1zat1ons rn the country The Second Natrona! Development Plan, 1970-74, called 
for "Government to encourage the c1t1zens to develop a balanced vrew of the oppor-
tun1 t1es for ind1v1dual family planning on a voluntary basis 11 
I 
The M1n1stry of Health, the State Lottery, and 22 local author1t1es contribute f1-
nanc1al support to the Family Planning Assocratron The assocratron ls enl1st1ng 
convnunrty support and rs rece1v1ng f1nanc1al aid from 15 major commercial and 1n-
dustr1al organ1zat1ons The assoc1at1on lists 620 outlets where contraceptives 
are available, but this number 1s fluid The assoc1at1on provides free condoms 
through rts Educational Force 
On 27 December 1976 President Leopold Sedar Senghor recommended 1n hrs report to 
the Party Congress the adoption of a family planning program capable of l1m1t1ng 
demographic growth ln1t1ally the program will be l1m1ted to the cities The 
government sol 1clted support from USAID and the Pathfinder Fund and ls negotiat-
ing with UNFPA for technical and f1nanc1al cooperation Fear of rel1g1ous oppo-
sition continues to mute support for family planning, but the program now has Par-
ty Congress approval for activities within the country's religious framework 
The government has been supporting family planning act1v1t1es since 1966, when It 
began to reimburse cl1n1cs for family planning as well as for other health ser-
vices The private National Council for Maternal and Child Welfare Is an aff1J-
rate of the International Planned Parenthood Federation From a laissez far re 
I 1 
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attitude, the government 1s moving toward more open support of family planning 
In 1973, 1t approved a plan for free d1str1but1on of oral contraceptives 
The government encourages the act1v1t1es of the Tanzania Family Planning Assoc1a-
t1on, of which the m1n1ster of labour and social welfare 1s chairman The M1n1stry 
of Health plans to provide family planning services as part of 1ts maternal and 
child health program In his address on 16 September 1973 to the sixteenth b1enn1-
al conference of TANU {the country's pol1t1cal party), President Nyerere stated 
that "whatever we produce has to be d1v1ded between an increasing number of people 
every year For the first ten years of their life, at the very least, chil-
dren eat without producing 11 The government abolished tax allowances for children 
and, as an 1ncent1ve to birth spacing, now l1m1ts paid maternity leave to once 1n 
three years 
Family planning will be integrated into the government maternal and child health 
network as part of a national family welfare program The private Family Planning 
Assoc1at1on, established 1n 1975, has been assigned a s1gn1f1cant role 1n the gov/ 
ernment program 
The Third Five-Year Plan, 1972-77, discusses the problems created by the high rate 
of population growth, estimated at the time the plan was written to be about 3 2 
percent per year In consequence of this, the government provides f1nanc1al sup-
1 
port to the private Family Planning Assoc1at1on However, maJOr reductions 1n the 
birth rate are not expected with the l1m1ted program env1s1oned by the plan 
The government does not support family planning, and contraceptives are difficult 
to obtain There 1s no mention of either population growth or family planning 1n 
the 1972-76 development plan 
jn his off1c1al annual address on 5 December 1972, President Mobutu Sese Seka ex-
pressed interest in l1mlt1ng births to "desirable births 11 In the opening speech 
N ...... 
to the seminar on "maternity based desirable births" held 1n Kinshasa 1n March 1974, 
the m1n1ster of heatth stated, ''We believe that a moderate demographic growth 
limited to desired births rs a part of the basic equ1l1br1um of a modern country 1n 
full development 11 A governmental agency, Fonds Medical de Coordination {FOMECO), 
has 1nlt1ated a family planning cl1n1c In Kinshasa and 1s tra1n1ng medical and para-
medical personnel 1n contraceptive techniques In 1976 the government established 
a National Co~mlttee for Desirable B1rt~s to Improve child health and orovlde ant1-
sterrl1ty services 
Although the government still hesitates to provide family planning services, these 
will nevertheless be made available for ch1ld-spac1ng purposes The Family Plan-
ning and Welfare Assoc1at1on of Zambia, an IPPF aff1l1ate, provides free contracep-
tives Several donors, Including US Agency for International Development, the 
TABLE 3 Continued 
Country 
Zambia 
(cont 1 nued) 
1976 Population 
(1n m1ll1ons, est 
Government Pos1t1on 
A, B, or C 
(see Notes ) 
Year 
Adopted Comment 
Pathfinder Fund, and the United Nations Fund for Population Act1v1t1es, have pro-
vided support for such various act1v1t1es as pilot family planning projects and 
assessment and study of demographic variables 
NOTE Only countries that are characterized by government pos1t1ons A or B or that are 1n residual category C and have an estimated population 
of 5 m1ll1on or more are included 1n this table 
A= off1c1al policy to reduce the population growth rate In add1t1on to supporting family planning to implement this policy, countries 1n this 
category also support family planning for reasons of health and as a human right 
B = off1c1al support of family planning act1v1t1es for other than demographic reasons Countries 1n this category usually support family plan-
ning for reasons of health and as a human right, but any ant1natal1st effect 1s a by-product, not an objective 
C =residual category Countries 1n this category neither have a policy to reduce the population growth rate nor support family planning pro-
grams for any reason, demographic or otherwise The list therefore includes countries that are neutral toward their population growth rate as 
well as those that are pronatal1st, but the d1st1nct1on between "neutral" and "pronatal1st" 1s considered too conjectural to warrant class1f1ca-
t1on by separate categories 




countries that officially support family planning actfvft(es for reasons of 
health_,and as a human right (classified 11611 Jn the table), Eth1op1a permits 
family planning services to be offered and Madagascar has announced it will 
include family plannlng in maternal' and chrld health 1 services However, in 
many of these countries family plannfng services are not widely available and 
the effectiveness of programs has,not been assessed. 
Most of the countries that have not Indicated public support for family 
planning programs are francophone According to Gauthier and Brown (1975), the 
francophone countries of Sub-Saharan Africa can be grouped together despite 
their considerable geographic and social diversity because they have a great 
deal in common regarding population polfcy and famrly planning• 
None of them 3/ has a policy'a1med at reducing the rate of popula-
tion growth. -In general, these countries have been resistant to 
outside fnfluences, particularly from the Anglophone world, tending 
to relate potential for social and economic development to a prior 
or concomitant decrease In fertility. 
The government of Cameroon considers the country underpopulated and does not 
plan to promote family planning In Upper Volta, the government does not sup-
port family plannfng, probably because high fertility rs not perceived as a 
problem Chad and Gabon have punltfve laws under which advert1s1ng or even 
describin1g contraceptive devfces fs punishable with gaol sentences Despite 
the problem of 1nfertflfty and sub-fertllfty Jn parts of tropical Africa, there 
are no known official pol1cres on this fssue, 
I 
With reference to the literature already reviewed, the policy options 
that emerge include 1ntensffied efforts to promote social and economic devel-
opment and family planning programs Specifically, Jncreaslng levels of edu-
cational attainment, especially among women, and the growing fnvolvement of 
women in urSan-type occupations will tend to promote smaller fam1l1es through 
increased age at marriage, conflict of roles between working and reproducing, 
and more favorable attitudes toward the use of contraception Efforts at 
social and economic transformation are to be complemented by provision of 
family plannrng services so as to meet the need of couples who desire to 
l1m1t the size of their family 




INTERNAL MIGRATION AND URBANIZATION 
It 1s perhaps 1n the area of Internal m1grat1dn and urban1zat1on that 
the greatest attempts have been made to 1nvest1gate the 1nterrelat1onsh1p 
between population parameters and certafn development variables The period 
prior to 1965 was marked by concern with seasonal or short-term labor mlgra-
t 1on, especially of the rural-rural type In West Africa and of the rural-to-
mining areas type 1n middle-eastern and Southern Africa The causes of such 
rhythmic (or circular) movements of Individuals, g1v1ng rise to rather com-
plex flow patterns, provided the opportunity for numerous conceptual adven-
tures Apart from attempts at imposing a simplistic push-pull explanation on 
the phenomenon, there were more elaborate efforts such as that by Mitchell 
(1961a and b), who decried both single-factor explanations as well as the 
listing of all possible motivations Mftchell then proceeded to emphasfze 
the need to link together and relate fn a logical framework the multiple 
causes through a classificatory schema This schema has as Its major cate-
gories 11 the nexus of centrifugal tendencfes' 1 and ''the nexus of centrfpetal 
tendencfes" Both of these are further sub-dfvfded by social, psychological, 
and economic factors Most of these earlier studies lacked much intellectual 
rigor, partly because the data were poor but also because the phenomenon was 
then more a matter of academic curfostty than of serious governmental concern 
, The situation changed radically with pol1t1cal independence 1n 
most African countries The effort at social development 1n many of these 
countries, especially through expanding educatronal opportunities, gave rise 
to substantial rural-to-urban migration and created for the first time a 
highly v1~1ble mass of unemployed youths The problem became a challenge to 
so~fal ss1ent1sts, particularly because ft had Immediate policy relevance 
Not unexpectedly, therefore, rural-urban migration became an area of consider-
able interest, not only In the fields of demography, soc1ol6gy, and geography, 
but also 1n economics, which Is perhaps the most pol1cy-or1ented of the so-
cial sciences ln1tfally, most of these studfes were pr1mar1ly descr1ptfve, 
although they were based on censuses or surveys They addressed the broad 
questions of who migrates, why, and wtth what economic effects both on the 
source and dest1nat1on areas They emphasized, for fnstance, that for most 
countries of the region, migrants tend to be young people, with a growing 
'preponderance of young school leavers and a tendency to male dominance (Col-
l ins 1952, Caldwell, ~969a, Elkan, 1967, Omfnde, 1965, Rempel, 1971) While 
the reasons for migration are numerous and may include the desire to escape 
from the social restraints of small communities or to join one's relatives or 
to improve one's skills, the primary mot1vat1on Is economic (Beals et al , 
1967, Caldwell, 1968a, Hart, 1974) The economic consequences were often 
assumed to be beneficial to both source and dest1nat1on areas, although the 
social d1s1ntegrat1ve effects on the rural source regions were also recognized 
(DorJahn, 1971, Cougler, 1968, Skinner, 1965) It was assumed, 1n part1clllar, 
that cash remittances to rural relatives from urban migrants represented net 
positive gains to the source region (Adepoju, 1974) Essang and Mabawonku 
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(1974) showed, however, that total rural out-remittances plus the cost~f 
educating the migrant Jn the rural area greatly outweighs the sum of in-
remJttances Similarly, the hJghly visible problem of urban unemployment 
began to cast serious doubts on the social benefit of migration at the place 
of destination (Gutklnd, 1969, Coll ler and Remple, 1973, Spengler, 1969) 
The path-breaking study 1 1n Africa 1n which the relationship between 
migration and development var1a~les were tested 1n an expl1c1t manner 
was that by Todaro (1968 and 1969), which argued that the spatial movement 
of labor over time between a rural and an urban sector was primarily a func-
tion of the d1fferentfal fn expected Income between these two sectors Hts 
model has four Important features First, It rs based on the assumption 
that migration ts stimulated primarily by rational economic considerations 
of relative benefits and costs of both a financial and a psychological nature 
Second, the dec1s1on to migrate depends on 11expected 11 rather than actual 
urban-rural wage d1fferent1als The former ts determined by the Interaction 
of two variables, the actual urban-rural wage differential and the probab1l-
1ty of successfully obtaining employment Jn the urban modern sector Third, 
the probabil 1ty of obtaining an urban job Js Jnversely related to the urban 
unemployment rate Finally, because migration rates are rational outcomes 
of a sftuatJon of continued pos1t1ve urban-rural expected income d1fferen" 
t1als, the phenomenon of persistent high rates of urban unemployment represents 
a logical and lnevftable consequence of the serious imbalances 1n economic 
opportunftres between urban and rural areas 
Emp1r1cal data were collected tn Kenya to test the various hypothe-
ses on the relation between m1grat1on and unemployment Moreover, attempts 
were then made to Indicate the policy 1mplrcat1ons of the model The latter 
were elaborately outl 1ned Jn a later publ1cat1on (Todaro, 1971) and ranged 
from short-term pol1cfes such as restr1ct1ons on mtgratJon, ellm1nat1on of 
factor-price distortions, and employment creation by voluntary agreement, to 
long-term pol1c1es such as l rm1t1ng population growth and generating domestic 
labor-1ntensrve technological capabf l 1tres -
There have, of course, been reactions against Todaro's probab1l1s-
t1c expected Income approach One parthCular area to whrch cr1t1c1sm has 
been leveled ts that which argues that the net flow of migrants into urban 
centers 1s dependent on urban demand for labor and that 11 there rs no inher-
ent tendency for rural workers to continue to pour into urban areas at 
such a pace that the unemployment rate becomes ever more serious merely be-
cause the wage paJd to those fortunate enough to possess a Job Jn the modern 
sector Js higher than that received by the typical rural worker 11 Frank 1 
(1968) calls attention to the fact that the policy lmpl1cat1on of this con-
clusion may be that there Is no pofnt 1n trying to increase urban employment 
opportunrtfes since 11an fncrease in employment fs accompanied by an increase 
1n unemployment 11 
A more fundamental cr1t1c1sm 1s provided by Godfrey (1973), who 
used Ghanaian data to show that changes in the rate-of net rural-urban mfgra-
tJon do not seem to be consistent with the Todaro hypothesis This, hear-
gues, is because the hypothesis excludes certain important variables, parti-
cularly educational change, and m1s-spec1fies the economic variables The 
m1s-specff 1cat1on of the economic variables relates to Todaro's assumption 
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that what migrants are looking for rs a JOb 1n the modern sector Work In 
what is variously called the "low product1v1ty urban sector" or the 11 1nformaJ 
sector" 1s Implicitly regarded as akin to open unemployment If, however, 
most migrants are th1nkrng merely in terms of picking up what they can 1n 
the latter sector, then net migration will have to be related to what is 
going on 1n the fnformal urban economic sector as well as to earnings and 
employment poss1b1l1tles 1n the modern sector Todaro, however, does not 
wholly accept this crlt1c1sm, although he admits (1972) that there is some 
amb1gu1ty 1n hJs reference to the "informal" sector and that he failed to 
draw out fully the 1mplfcat1ons of informal sector activities 
With respect to the variables excluded, these include the gap 1n 
social and infrastructural assets between urban and rural areas, the number 
of kinsmen already resrdent 1n urban areas, changes In attitudes explainable 
purely In soc1olog1cal and/or political terms (that Is, not related to changes 
1n any of the other variables In the function), and an education variable 
The education variable, fn particular, needs careful definition Caldwell 
(1967b), for fnstance, argued that an admfn1stratfon could, with a t1me-lagp 
substantially Influence the volume of rural•urban migration by providing more 
or fewer educational facfl1tfes He presents data from a 1963 survey on un-
employment among school-leavers rn Accra, Ghana, who, when asked why they had 
migrated to an urban area, replied that they had been to school, as If this 
provfded a ful1l explanation, which no sensfble person would contest He also 
found that 48 percent of those with mfddle-school education expected to re-
main permanently In rural areas, compared wfth 76 percent of those with no 
schooling In a slmflar study of a 11non-rural village," Maragol1, near Kls-
umu, Kenya with a high pressure of population on the land, Moock (1972) re-
marked on the desperation with which parents and children look to education 
as the only means to a satisfactory future. 
Godfrey, however, emphasizes that the relat1onsh1p between the volame 
of rural~urhJn m1g1at1on and the pnov1s1on mf educattonal fac1l~ties should 
not be rega~ded qS sf~~le and direct, Such a simple direct relat1onsh1p 
mrght be exrected to hold only ff we accept the so-called "white-collar hypo-
thesis," whrch states that educated people migrate because they have been 
taught to u,spise thefr rural envJronment and to aspire to urban wh1te-
collar Jobs, The work of scholars such as Foster (1965), McQueen (1965), and 
Subrahmanya and Scott (1968) would seem to undermine the valfdfty of this 
hypothesis and tend to Indicate that It overestimates the extent to which 
people's at~ftudesare ~haped by what they are taught In school Moreover, 
Todaro (1969) himself had argued that education can be incorporated into his 
framework without defining 1t as a separate variable on the grounds that the 
propensity to migrate, the average urban fncome earned by a migrant, and the 
probab1l ity of securfng a salaried urban job are all higher, the higher the 
level of educational achievement 1 
How~ver, Godfrey argues that education can be shown to have an 
effect on m1grat1on quite separate from Its Influence on expected income 
This would make Todaro's correlation fnadequate Jn expla1n1ng changes fn the 
rate of mfgration over time This separate effect exists because, lrrespec-
tfve of the state of the urban labor market~ a school-leaver, having acquired 
a certain level of education, may feel 1t necessary to leave the village be-
1 cause his education d1fferentfates him from his age-group to the extent that 
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he feels himself to be in the 11m1grant11 category The cr1t1cal function here 
1s the extent of dlfferent1at1on, so that, as enrollment ratios rise 1n a com-
munity, so also does the level of education that performs this function 
Hence, the effect of a given change In the expected income differential be-
tween urban and rural areas would more reallstfcally depend on the size and 
nature of any educational change that might have also occurred In other 
words, the value of a particular level of educational achievement as a m1-
grat1on factor d1mln1shes as the number of persons acquiring that level in-
creases \ 
Apart from this contextual cr1t1c1sm of the Todaro model, its proba-
b1l1stlc framework has also been objected to on more fundamental grounds 
This derives from the 1mpl1c1t deffnft1on 1n the model of the dec1s1on-maker 
1n the migration process as an economic man who will act consistently at dif-
ferent points in time On this fssue, Godfrey suggests that a d1st1nct1on 
must be made between at least two dec1sfons made at different points Jn time--
the 1nltfal decision whether or not to m1grate and the latter decision, faced 
after a period of unemployment in the city, whether or not to return to the 
place of or1g1n Accordrng to this view, these two dec1s1ons are made by 
two different people The 1nit1al decision to migrate, say by a young school-
leaver, 1s made under the influence of an "employment illusion" that encour-
ages a vast over-esttmate of the probab1 llty of getting a job The later de-
c1s1on fs made by a young man who has exhausted his fund of beneficent rela-
tives and stands alone, unemployed, frustrated, and al 1enated However, as 
Johnson (1971) emphasized, this later decision must be assessed w1th1n a 
framework In which migration decisions are seen not as once-1n-a-l1fet1me 
decisions (o~ as he puts It, not as a dec1s1on whether to move from Leeds to 
South Africa) Strong links continue to be ma1nta1ned between migrants and / 
their home regions, and changes rn the rate of aggregate ~et m1grat1on con-
ceal constant backward and forward movements by 1ndlv1duals This tendency 
thus detracts from the realism underlying the m1grat1on function 1n the Toda-
ro model While the model may be useful 1n looking at the 1n1t1al dec1s1on 
whether or not to mrgrate, ft does not help explain change 1n net m1grat1on 
resulting from the krnd of backward and forward movement described above 
Indeed, the result of trying to apply such analysis would probably be either 
a huge coeff 1c1ent for the trend variable or a large residual Godfrey 
therefore argues that instead of an aggregative, probab1l lst1c approach, an 
alternative strategy based on micro-studies of particular villages or groups 
w1th1n villages over time should be explored with the aim not so much of sta-
tistically 11explafnfng 11 as of understanding what 1s going on Moreover, he 
stresses that much more caution should be exercrsed rn making pred1ct1ons and 
pol icy recommendations than has been shown previously 
In ~pile of these cr1t1c1sms, most of the more recent major studies 
of the relat1onsh1p between internal m1grat1on and development have tended 
to be based on testing, extend1nq or adapting the Todaro model Barnum 
and SaboL 1 S (1975) study indicated that a given percentage increase In urban 
wages wr11 Induce twice as much rural-urban migration as the same percentage 
increase 1n employment This tends to support Todaro 1 s hypothesis of the im-





With regard to the problem of m1grat1on and urban unemployment, the 
the central Issue here Is the question of how the rate of m1grat1on or the 
11ela!>t1clty11 of mfgrat1on 1s affected by the probab1 lit I es of securing urban 
employment Todaro had emphasized the paradoxical finding of his model that 
an autonomous fncrease In urban Job creation designed to lower both the level 
and the rate of urban unemployment may Jn fact lead to the opposite results 
increased level and fncreased rate of urban unemployment He had also shown 
that this outcome depended on two 11threshold 11 values of the elasticities of 
m1grat1on with respect to urban JOb probabll 1t1es--a threshold level related 
to the amount of unemployment and another related to the rate of urban unem-
ployment Moreover, thfs outcome can be expected whenever the estimated 
m1grat1on-Job probab1l 1ty elasticity 1s higher than either or both of these 
threshold values 
This f1nd1ng seemed to have been confirmed 1n the Tanzania case 
(Barnum and Sabot, 1975), where m1grat1on elast1c1ty with respect to Job 
probabll1tfes was on the order of +0 65 compared to the 1'threshold 11 level of 
+O 25 calculated by Todaro (1976b) In thefr Sferra Leone study, Byerlee, 
Tommy, and Patoo (1976) did not find such a relationship, however What they 
found was that urban unemployment had relatively 11ttle effect on the rate of 
migration as measured by both the statlstfcal significance of the coefficient 
on the unemp1oyment variable (which was low) and the elast1c1ty of m1grat1on 
with respect to urban unemployment One possfble explanation for this con-
trary frnd1ng Is that econometric analysis of cross sectional data is l 1m1ted 
1n its ability to Isolate the effect of unemployment, which 1s correlated with 
other variables, particularly urban sfze and urban wages A more plausible 
reason, they argue, Involves the method of computing expected wages In the 
Toda;o model, where it is assumed that unemployment results 1n zero income 
Such an assumption ignores the considerable support the urban unemployed con-
tinue to receive while searching for a Job and the fact that educated migrants 
1n particular live fn households with above-average incomes Hence, migrants 
may not regard unemployment as a severe hardshfp, ff this 1s true, they w111 
not be responsfve to unemployment rates Byerlee, Tommy, and Fatoo therefore 
conclude that this phenomenon requires further study to be more fully under-
stood, especially through further analysis of the motives for the extensive 
1ntra-urbdn Income transfers between workfng and non-working migrants 
In a recent publ1cat1on Todaro (1976c) 1dent1f1es other pr1or1ty 
areas needing further research attentfon These include the relat1onsh1p be-
tween migration rates on the one hand an~ Job probabjl 1t1es and expected in-
comes on the other, the direct and indirect effects of urban and rural real 
incomes and Job ooportun1tles on the magnitude of migration and urban unem-
ployment, the relat1011sh1p between m1gratfon and Income distr1but1on on the 
one hand and migration and fert1l1ty on the other, the relat1onsh1p between 
education and mfgrat1on, and the short- and long-term social and economic im-
pact of migration on source and destination areas 
In spite of the growing concern with rural-urban m1grat1on 1n social 
science research 1n Africa, the continent remains the least urbanized 1n 
the world In 1920 about 14 percent of the world population lived 1n c1t-
1es of 20,000 or more Inhabitants, whereas the proportion In Africa was only 
5 percent Not ohly was Africa's concentration Jn such c1t1es below the 
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world average, the proportion was still low when compared with Asia and Latin 
America, all regions which are lowest on the scale of urban1zat1on in the world 
While the world average rose to about 25 percent 1n 1960, the proportion of 
the population 1n Africa 11vJng in cft1es of 20,000 or more fnhab1tants was 
barely half of that If we consider c1t1es of 100,000 or more Inhabitants, 
virtually the same pattern fs revealed 
Within the continent of Africa Itself, tropical Africa fs the least ur~ 
ban1zed On the basis of national def1n1t1ons (which vary widely from one 
country to another}, by 1967 only 11 percent of the population of tropical 
Afrfca was def 1ned as urban With its long heritage of urban 11vfng, North 
Africa was 32 2 percent urbanfzed, while Southern Africa, with its highly in-
dustrial I zed component, the Republ le of South Afrfca, had 45 percent of its 
population 11vlng rn "urban places 11 According to Krngsley Davis, 1n 1970 
Southern Africa, with 50 4 percent urban population, was easily the most ur-
banized country 1n Sub-Saharan Africa, followed by West Africa, 19 7 percent, 
Middle Africa, 15 4 percent, and East Africa, 9 9 percent These estimates 
are based on national defln1t1ons The lack of standardrzat1on makes regional 
comparison d1ff1cult Based on a standard def1n1t1on of percentage of popula-
tion 1n c1t1es of 100,000 or more, 1n 1970 Southern Africa was 29 percent ur-
ban, West Africa 7 percent, Middle Africa 6 percent, and East Africa 5 percent 
PRE-COLONIAL URBANIZATION 
To be meaningful, an analysis of the urban condft1on 1n Sub-Saharan 
Africa must d1st1ngu1sh between the 11old11 and the 11new11 forms of c1t1es This 
d1st1nct1on corresponds to the pre-colonial and the twentieth century urban 
patterns Although the region has no reputation for population concentration 
to any s1gn1f1cant extent before the advent of European adm1nfstrat1on and 
1nternat1onai commerce, this 1s not to say that 1t was devoid of agglomera-
tions of considerable size Nor can we say that such cities as existed be-
fore colonization were not functionally s1gn1f1cant Despite the fragmentary 
nature of the data about these old cities and their l 1m1ted soc1oeconomlc s1g-
n1f1cance, 1t 1s hel1eved that a cons1derat1on of the urban cond1t1on 1n the 
past will help to prevent the researcher from forming an unduly narrow concep-
tion of the subject matter 
Moreover, 1t helps 1n understanding the character and functions of Afri-
can c1t1es today, especially since the size of a city 1n this part of the 
world 1 s not necessarily an 1 nd I ca tor 0f 1 ts degree of 11u rbanness 11 The for-
e I gn observer who wonders why, for instance, two c1t1es 1n the same country 
and century, having virtually the same population size, differ so markedly 
In their urban attributes needs only to make the necessary d1st1nct1on between 
the "old" city, structured on the trad1t1onal pattern, and the "new" city, de-
veloped only recently While the one still retains most of Its trad1t1onal 
forms, functions, and structure, the other, b~sed on foreign experience, pos-
sesses rrost, If not al 1, of the features of an "urban place" 1n the Western 
sense of the term Indeed, this typology makes the analysis of the past and 
present role of c1t1es fn tropical Africa more meaningful and may also aid 1n 
a speculation into the future 
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Medieval urbanism can be most profitably studied If a sound chronology 
has been established For Sub-Saharan Africa, there 1s no such rel 1able chron-
ology, and the scanty archeologlcal findings available do not lead us to any 
meanfngful conclusion. We know, however, that urban places are not an entirely 
modern development In Africa By 3000 B C some cities (none of which exist 
today) emerged fn parts of North Africa, but among the oldest c1t1es 1n Africa 
that stlll exist today, none 1s to be found In tropical Africa However, as 
far back as the tenth century a number of towns emerged 1n this part of the 
continent, for Instance Kano, Zaria, Katslna, lfe, lwo, llesha, lsey1n, Ede, 
llor1n, IJebu-Ode--all In NJgerla and Timbouctou 
The precfse dates of emergence of these cities are not known, nor do we 
have adequate records of their growth and decay before the nineteenth century 
Available records fndfcate, however, that by the mid-nineteenth century at least 
three Yoruba towns in the Western Region of Nigeria contained close to 100,000 
1nhab1tants, and a few others were of considerable size 
Older than the "forest cltles 11 of southwestern Nigeria, there were a num-
ber of towns fn the Sudan Savanna scattered, from east to west, along the 12°N 
parallel In troprcal Africa Unlike the Yoruba towns, not all of these cities 
were contemporaneous. Such c1t1es included Tekur, Audoghast, Ouatala, Kumbr 
(which vfrtually disappeared by the thirteenth century), Tlmbouctou (otherwise 
written Trmbuctou or Tlmbuctoo), Tfreka, Gao, Takedda, Tadmekka, Agades, and 
B1lma There fs very little lnformatlon on the size of the population of these 
older cities, and since most of them have disappeared or, like T1mbouctou, de-
cl aned 1n importance over the years, ft fs difficult to attribute to them any-
thing more than their archaeological slgnfftcance 
These old cities arose out of diverse situations The pre-modern cftles 
of the Sudan Savanna emerged as trading centers for the medieval international 
commerce that was so Important between the Mediterranean ports of North Africa 
and the forest areas south of the Sahara Transportation across the desert 
was by camel, and the tsetsefly-free belt of the Sudan Savanna marked the 
southern l rmet of the caravans trading sophisticated goods of Europe and the 
Mediterranean region for gold, ivory, and slaves No doubt trade was the Im-
petus for th~ rise of these medieval cities 1n the Sudan. Thus it IS easy to 
see why, after the European penetration of West Africa from the coast fol-
lowing colon17at1on and the substitution of oceanic transportation for the 
trans-Saharan caravans, most of the c1tres declined in Importance and a few 
others disappeared. 
The Yoruba towns Jn southwestern Nigeria emerged largely as a form of 
colonial settlement among the original Jnhabltants. In an attempt to dominate 
the weaker, scattered people, the immigrant group forced numerous hamlets and 
villages to agglomerate For example, htstorfcal records show that when the 
present city of Oyo was founded, several of the surrounding towns and villages 
w1th1n 10 to 20 mrles of the new city were depopulated and their Inhabitants 
forced to move into the new town 
When one examines the circumstances of the process of urban1zat1on 1n the 
Sudan and the forest areas of West Africa and the evldence of trade and forced 
concentrations, there fs an apparent m1ss1ng 1 Ink. How were the city dwellers 
ma1ntained7 The answer to this question fs provided by a functional analysis 
( 
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of these pre-colonlal cf ties The agglomeration of the population into towns 
1n both the forest areas and the Savanna was based on trade, and the trade 
itself was based on agrfcultural and craft production, which served as the 
major elements In the survival of the cities 
There 1s every reason to belreve also that many of the exchanges that 
took place between the forest Inhabitants and the grassland Sudanese consisted 
of agricultural products and caravan-Imported European goods Thts would not 
have been possible without the strong administrative power possessed by the 
city authorities r 
GJven the lfmitatfons of transportation, the level of agricultural tech-
nology, and the fact that these new forms of settlement had to endure the vaga-
ries of persistent tnter-tribal wars, It Is not surprising that these cities 
were characterized (until the advent of colonfallsm) by locational Instability 
and absolute loss of population Of the numerous towns that emerged fn the Su-
dan belt between the tenth and the eighteenth centuries, only a few have sur-
vived until today. In the forest region some of the cities were plagued by 
other hazards For Instance, the old Oyo changed location, a few other towns 
abandoned their up-hill defensive locations, and others moved to the plafns fol-
lowing a restoration of peace 
CITIES IN MODERN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 
The conditions that have made for a much more widespread and sustained 
growth of towns in Africa South of the Sahara sfnce the beginning of the twen-
toeth century are generally associated with the advent of colonial adm1nfstra-
t1on Such conditions fnclude the establishment of peaceful government, the 
introduction of a money economy, with Its 1mpl1catlons for internal as well as 
1nternat1onal commerce, and the general improvement of the economy result1nq 
from increased agricultural Production and Industrial development However, 
European influence fn this part of Africa goes back to the sixteenth century, 
when French, Danish, Dutch, and British explorers established small coastal 
ports, trading posts, or way statfons along the coast of tropical Africa 
Such coastal towns Include St Louis and Goree Jn Senegal, Conakry 1n Guinea, 
Sekond1, Cape Coast and Accra rn Ghana, and Calabar In N1ger1a Many of these 
settlements could hardly be called towns 1n the modern sense of the term since 
their population was usually small and fluctuated widely from period to period 
They could not maintain a sustained growth to large numbers as long as they re· 
marned virtually Isolated from the hinterland They had to await further devel-
opment of transportation and Increased agricultural production before the bene-
fits of the hfnterland manifested themselves rn urban development In parts 
of Middle and East Africa, such a development had to await the discovery of 
mineral products 
The need to establish centers of administration to work minerals led to 
the growth of towns throughout Sub-Saharan Africa Wherever tradft1onal agglom-
erations existed, the colonial administration capitalized on them, 11nk1ng such 
c1t1es with the 1nter1or by roads and railways Important mineral fields be-
came nodal points of growth the rise of Kumasl (gold region of Ghana), Jos 
and Enugu 1n N1ger1a (centers of tin and coal, respectively), and numerous 
other towns, especially 1n the copper and diamond fields of Katanga rn Zaire, 
are a testimony to the Impact of minerals on the growth of new towns rn tropi-
cal Africa Some of the coastal towns of East Africa (Mombasa, Zanzibar, Dar 
es Salaam, to mention a few) were Initially neither connected with colonial 
adm1nlstrat1on nor mineral production, rather, they had a long history of set-
tlement by Arab Immigrants With their largely mercantile orrgrns as ports, 
they now contain a mixed population of Arabs, Asfans, Africans, and Europeans 
THE GROWTH OP CITIES 
One fact of demographic significance Is the remarkable growth of the 
modern c1tfes of tropfcal Africa In the last two decades In Europe and North 
America, the growth of cities was associated with complementary developments 
1n agriculture and 1ndustrf al productlon--wlth the advent of mechanized agr1-
cul ture, which generated surplus labor, which migrated into the c1t1es to meet 
the rising demand for labor In the Industrial sector In tropical Africa the 
situation ls different, In the first place, the European model of the agrarian 
revolution ls still to come Secondly, the movement of population into the towns 
has little In common with the economic principle of balanced supply and demand 
What we find, in fact, Is that Initially there was a dearth of labor 1n the new 
manufacturing centers and that 1t took a fafrly long period of persuasive ef-
forts and promises of compensation to attract rural agricultural workers into 
the cltres. 
In spite of the conspicuous poverty of the tribal Africans and the 
apparent abundance of men with no calls on their time, the entre-
preneur has not always been able to count on a steady and suffi-
cient flow of labour for his need~ Wage labour was foreign to the 
tribesmen of the late nineteenth century and savoured to him some-
what of slavery (Mitchell, 1961b) 
Now the suspicions surrounding wage labor seem to have been removed, 
but stf 11 the motivations of migrants to the urban centers 1n tropical Africa 
differ somewhat from those found In the European experience Since the rela-
tively few urban centers contain most, If not all, of the benefits of modern 
living (water supply, drainage, sewerage and san1tat1on, schools, hospitals, 
shops, and recreational facilities), the desire to partake of such opportun1-
t1es Is a potent factor fn rural-urban migration today The prospect of paid 
employment offered by many cities Is another magnet that draws the populatfon 
to the c1t1ts of Sub-Saharan Africa As a consequence, of course, many of 
these towns suffer from mass unemployment For example, according to an off1-
c1al report (1952) on Tanganyika 
there is a perceptible drift of Africans from the country dis-
tricts to the towns, 1n many cases the numbers involved bearing no 
relation to the Industrial or commercial opportunities offered, by 
the town 
Another consequence of this 11perceptlble drlft 11 to the towns of tropf .. 
cal Africa 1s the remarkable growth rates of these towns The annual percentage 
growth rates of cities of over 20,000 inhabitants are higher 1n Africa than the 
world average Whereas the world average growth rate for such citres was 1 3 
percent for the 19q0-1950 decade, 1ncreas1ng to 1.8 percent during the 1950-1960 
I 
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decade, the corresponding figures for Africa are 3 0 and 3 1 percent Other 
estimates put the growth rate between 3 9 and 5 4 percent Comparable fi-
gures for the developed countries are 0 8 and 1 4 percent, and for the devel-
oping countries an average of 2 8 percent throughout the two decades 
The location of cities In Africa presents an Interesting pattern A 
substantial majority of the major tropical African cities are situated on the 
coast, and for some countries most of the Important towns are to be\ found wf th-
1n 50 miles from the ocean Except In Zaire and, of course, the land-locked 
states, major cities are scanty In. the heartland of tropical Africa As al-
ready indicated, the Sudan Savanna region of West Africa marks another belt 
of towns, a manifestation of geographical Inertia 
) 
Little ls known about the age and sex structure of the urban population 
of tropical Africa before the twentieth century More rel 1able Information 
for some cities In this region Is now available on socio-demographic features 
as well as vital statistics Serious concern with urban demographic cond1-
t1ons 1s, however, only In Its Initial phase, a fact strongly underl 1ned by 
the publication of a special Issue of African Urban Notes (Spring 1971) on 
African urban demography Most of the articles In this volume s~w their role 
as largely exploratory o,r, as Henri Knoop, the guest editor of the Issue, put 
(. 
1t, "an experiment intended to attract the readers 1 attention to the potentl-
al lt1es of the demographic approach to urbanlsm. 11 
Given the r~te and circumstances of growth of some of these cities. rt 
1s not surprising that there Is a re~atively heavy concentration of the popula-
tion 1n the younger adult age groups. Since young adults tend to predominate 
among mfgrants, the Influx of rural population Into the towns has inevitably 
generated the type of unbalanced age structure Illustrated by Stanleyv1lle The 
preponderance of males over females ln1 almost all age groups Is also 1nd1ca-
t1ve of the nature of migration Into these towns An unbalanced sex ratio Is 
perhaps one of the most characteristic features of the demography of African 
c1t1es Explanations offered for this phenomenon vary considerably Caldwell 
(1968a) relates 1t to the situation In the home regions of migrants and empha-
sizes trad1t1on, distance, and social attitudes In these areas According to 
him, "both d1stcince and social change affect the sex differential 1n the 
str~am the longer the journey or the more traditional the society, the 
higher 1n general are the migrant sex ratios But the ethnic differences that 
have always prevailed In the attitude toward family m1grat1on are still factors 
in the sex composition of the migrant stream" (p 21) 
In challenging this position, Gugler (1971) argues strongly 1n favor 
of an economic Interpretation of the phenomenon which, In his op1n1on, Is main-
ly rooted 1n the lack of urban employment opportunlt1es for women and the 1na-
b1l1ty of most urban workers to earn the minimum Income required to support a 
family 1n town The exceptions to the rule of male preponderance In towns, he 
further argues, provide strfklng evidence for an economic Interpretation D1 
Giacomo ond Stanley (1960) found that women outnumbered men in Addis Ababa 
This, 1n part, was explained by the migratory movement to the city of women 
who were attracted ~y the ecirnlng opportunities In 11quor-sell1ng, trad1t1on-
ally the preserve of women They further observed an excess of women over men 
as a characteristic of other pre-Industrial African cities such as Kats1na, 
Sokoto, Abeokuta, and llesha In N1ger1a A change from female to male 
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predominance occurred fn Ibadan and Kano between 1931 and 1952 
\. 
High mortality and fertility are representative of the urban popula-
tion 1n most parts of tropfcal Africa The generally hfgh vital rates may be 
ta~en as a reflection of the recency of urban growth fn thfs part of the world 
The extent to which high birth rates are a result of more complete reg1stra-
t1on IS debatable, but Since the growth of cftfes fs generally negatively cor-
related with levels of fert1l1ty, we may accept thfs hypothesis as plausible 
I 
It 1s also postulated that the large proportfon of farm workers and rural fm-
m1grants who make up most urban populatfons 1n tropical Afrfca have not yet 
changed their trad1t1onal, 11 rural 11 patterns of fertility behavior 
Pool (1971) suggests that the dfverse patterns of fertllfty differen-
tials between rural and urban areas may be related to different stages of ur-
ban growth At an early stage of urbanization (and remembering that many Af-
rican cities are 11art1ffcfa1, 11 befng admfnlstratfve centers located where no 
previous urban center extsted), urban fertflfty cou]d be lower than rural be-
cause of the age-sex structure of fn-mfgratfon and the type of female mfgrant 
attracted to the urban area (in Nfamey, Nfger, levels of stertlfty are very 
high among older women), Later, with family mtgratlon, the age-sex structure 
may become more "normal" or more closely apprC!>xfmate to the rural, and urban 
fert1l1ty could equal or exceed rural By analogy, one could draw on the ex-
perience of Sudan, where the fertflity rates of sedentarfzed nomads were 
found to be 'higher than those of persons who remafned nomads (Henfn, 1969) 
Finally, with 11modern1zatfon'' resultfng from factors such as the Increase In 
the ava1lab1l lty of school rng, urban fertfllty may once agafn become lower 
than rural 
With respect to mortalfty, declfnfng levels (crude as well as Infant) 
1n urban areas can readily be explafned by the avaflabfllty and use of health 
fact 11 ties 
runct1onally, the old cft1es are much more dlversffled than they were 
before the modern urban period The Indigenous towns have multiple functions 
ranging from pol1t1cal admrn1stratJon, commercial 1act1vitles, and modern In-
dustrial manufacturing ta craft production Oddly enough, the traditional 
1
economy remains fmportant, and that ts why most of the old cities continue to 
conta1nia substantial proportfon of agricultural workers Looking at the occu-
pational returns In the Nlgerfan census of 1952, the'paramount Importance of 
trad1t1onal agricultural occupations fn the Indigenous cftles fs obvious 
Mitchell's sample of urban occupations (1952) conffrms this fact Eruwa, a 
town of 8,154, had 92 percent of fts working males engaged In agriculture, 
whale some other selected towns of over 100,000 fnhabltants had between 60 
and 70 percent of their working males In agriculture And Ibadan, the largest 
Indigenous city In tropical Africa (400,000 lnhabftants fn 1952), had 35 per-
cent of its working males fn agricultural functions 
The new towns, on the other hand, contafn fewer farm workers and tend 
to be rather specialized, The larger cities, especially the national capitals, 
tend to be more complex, combining political functions of central adm1n1stra-
t1on with commerce, transportation and modern fndustrfal manufacturing The 
relative concentr~t1on of urban population and urban activities fn these ''pri-
mate cities" 1n tropical Africa ts very striking Por -fnstance, Monrovia, the 
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capital of Liberia, had only 81,000 inhabitants rn 1962, but accounted for 
64 8 percent of the total urban population of the country It 1s the prrn-
c1pal seaport and has the only arrport In the country, rs the focal point for 
the country's network of roads and railways, and Is the locatron of the pr1n-
c1pal manufacturing industries as well as government establrshments What 1s 
true of Monrovia rs applicable to almost all the caprtal cltres of tropical 
Africa Just as Monrovia dominates most of the urban functions 1n L1ber1a, so 
also does Lagos In Nigeria, Accra in Ghana, Kampala rn Uganda, Kinshasa In 
Zaire, and so on, These political capitals have become economic capitals to a 
large extent Commenting on this phenomenon, Hance (1970) suggests that this 
tendency toward high concentration of urban actlvrtfes in the primate c1t1es 
rs probably a sfgn of the early stages of urbanlzat1on and of development 1n 
general in many countries 
In a study of Ghana, one feature of importance that emerged IS the pre-
sence of "functionally srm1lar11 centers, which has been taken to Imply that the 
level of economic development rs still too low to permrt effective urban spe-
clal~zatlon Yet some towns specialize rather narrowly. For Instance, Jos 1n 
N1ger1a fs essen~lally a mtnfng town. As Kay's (1967) study of Zambian towns 
1ndfcates, out of the five ''mining towns" studred, 62 percent of employed Afri-
cans and 56 percent of employed Eunopeans worked fn the mining lndustry 
There fs lfttle doubt that the relatively few urban centers that have 
developed in tropical Afrrca wfll contfnue to serve as the centers of social, 
economrc, and polrtical development The cities will continue to attract peo-
ple from the countrysrde as long as they constitute the centers of education, 
1ndustr1al employment, commercial activities, and other associated benefits of 
modern urban llvrng. The dangers of over-concentration of economic act1v1t1es 
1n the primate cities, with Its Implications of unequal regional development, 
have been noted rn the 11terature Most of these cities harbor a large number 
of Jobless persons who live In unwholesome environments, making social cond1-
t1ons 1n these c1tres deplorable, It Is also known that the urban centers, 
especially the primate crtfes, are In almost all cases centers of pol1t1cal 
agitation, crrme, and squalor Yet even so they seem to the rnaJor1ty of mi-
grants to offer better opportunltres for modern 11v1ng than the countryside 
Unemployment is not a feature only of the cities, rural areas are also char-
acterized by unemployment as well as underemployment, 
Programs of urban deconcentrat1on have been advocated However, apart 
from lack of funds to prosecute such a plan, It seems that from the economic 
standpoint agglomeration of fndustrral and commercial activities 1n a few cen-
ters Is a sure way to ensure maximum economic benefits under cond1t1ons of 
economrc 11take off, 11 As for the lmplred unequal development, we need only to 
remember that regional development Is hardly anywhere equal, since the d1str1-
butlon of resources is not equal. However, for vast territories such as Sudan, 
N1gerra, and Zarre, one can argue that the development of a few 9rowth points 
away from the primate cf tfes is In order If urban values are expected to reach 
the majority of remote rural dwellers in the face of poor communication facfl-
itfes 
So far, urbanrsm as a way of life has made lJmlted fmpact on the pop-
ulatron of tropical Africa, not only because the sub-contJnent Is predominant-
ly rural~ but because the few urban centers are too remote or Inaccessible to 
the vast majority of the rural population 
7 
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION 
Prior to their political fndependence, International m1grat1on ac-
counted for a much larger share of the population movements of most African 
countrles. These mfgrat1ons were predominantly short- to medium-term labor 
movements, generally from areas of dense population or fnadequate natural 
resources to centers where the colonial administration concentrated their 
maJor exploitative activltfes, particularly In m1nJng and plantation devel-
opment In West Africa, the most notable movements were generally from the 
Savanna grassland regfons, partfcularly from Upper Volta, Mall, and Niger to 
the coastal states of Ghana and Ivory Coast A survey of this movement (CTA/ 
CSA, 1961) conducted from Aprf 1 1958 to March 1959 revealed that some 400,000 
to 500,000 persons moved into Ghana and Ivory Coast over the one-year period 
and that more than 80 percent stayed for less than one year In East Africa, 
s1m1lar movements of migrant workers showed a greater measure of organ1zat1on, 
with most migrants being recruited by special agencies from the main source 
areas In Mozambfque, Malawi, Zambia, and Angola to the m!n1ng and 1ndustr1al 
complexes of the Transvaal In South Africa (Houghton, 1958, Mitchell, 1961b) 
The recruitment arrangement ,Involved the workers enterfng Into contracts with 
these agencres, who also undertook their transportation to and from the places 
of work 
The attainment of political independence led to a remarkable dfm1nu-
t1on of the streams of International migrants and the expulsion of large num-
bers of them from countries where, fn some cases, they had lived the greater 
part of their adult lives The basfc reasons for this reaction against 1n-
ternat1onal migration are economic and political The former arises from the 
mfstaken notfon that the apparent prosperity of migrants has been achieved at 
the expense of the fnd1genes of the country This Is the argument put for-
ward 1n the West Afrfcan case (Mabogunje, 1972) as well as In the case of 
the mass expulsion of Asians from Uganda, Political cons1derat1ons, parti-
cularly feelings of national respectability, have been Important 1n East 
Africa, where checks have been instituted In the source countries rather than 
1n the countries of destination 
Studies on the determinants of international migration emphasize over-
population 1n certain rural dlstrfcts, such as the Moss1 areas of Upper Volta 
or large parts of Malawi, underemployment during certain seasons, as 1n the 
West African Savanna zone, or the urge to participate 1n the new money econ-
omy or to respond to fmages of wealth and opportunities to be wealthy 1n the 
'place of destfnatlon (Deniel, 1968) 
There Is a general tendency to argue that, while the consequences of 
1nternat1onal migration are positive Jn economic terms for both the source 
and dest1nat1on areas, they either may or do have negative social effects 
Berg (1965) attempts a benefit-cost an~lysls of the Impact of International 
migration on th~ village economy In Upper Volta, On the cost side, he 1den-
t1f1es such elements as cost of transport, possible decline In village capital 
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formation with loss of labor for such activities as well-digging, hut repair 
and maintenance, path-clearrng and road maintenance, reduced ava1lab1llty of 
tools and consumer durables where village craftsmen have emigrated, reduced 
output of agricultural produce where the men are absent at the precise time 
their labor Is needed or where migration forces them to cut back on cash-
crop production, and decline In leisure time for those who remain behind 
owing to the necessity to work harder fn the absence of migrants The weight 
of each of these cost elements can be expected to vary from area to area, de-
pending on distance from employment sites, average transport costs, the pro-
portion of men who are seasonally absent, how long they stay away, and the 
character of the agricultural system 
On the benefft side, since migration Indicates that returns to labor 
are higher 1n the outsfde economy, and hence that product1v1ty of labor 1s 
higher there too, then the level of Income and the rate of growth of income 
of both the outside and village economies will be higher with m1grat1on than 
without it The village economy enjoys a higher level of personal income 
Its people have better clothes and transportation and probably better food 
Because of higher incomes, the village can enlarge and enrich some of Its 
stock of durable goods, for example, purchase of p1lows, rifles, and bicycles 
would be fewer without migration Even public revenues In the area of ori-
gin derive some benefit, because Incomes are higher, custom duties on mi-
grants' imports can be slgnrflcant revenue Items, Imports Increase 1nd1rectly 
through remittances of migrants to famflles remaining at home and, more in-
directly, exports probably Increase owing to Inflows of new tools and ideas 
For the outsfde economy, lnternatfonal mlgratfon brings about 1nvl-
gorat1ng changes along with greater output Cities and towns spring up there, 
not 1n the areas of emigration, The wheels of co111Tierce hum, and the web of 
public and private service e~pands Tax revenues rise because of increased 
exports, Incomes, and consumption Transport facilities grow and transport 
costs fall because of greater utilization. The general economic environment 
becomes more conducive to further growth 
The arguments for restraJ~t tend on the whole to be put by anthropol-
ogists more sensitfve to the social consequences of the long absence of a 
sign1f1cant proportion of adult males from their village commun1t1es Work-
ing among the same ttossf groups as Berg, Skinner (1965) found that interna-
tional migration was claimed by the people to have given rise to a higher 
rate of divorce, to the loosening of the trad1tfonal sanctions against the 
d1srupt1on of the marrfage system, to have exposed many of them to conver-
sion to Islam, and to have weakened the traditional respect for the ch1ef-
ta1ncy institutions Similar concern about the socially negative effects of 




It as clear that academic research Into the 1nterrelat1onshlps between 
population dynamics and development 1n the countries of Africa South of the 
Sahara 1s stall at a very early stage, with the result that gaps 1n our know-
ledge outweigh any generalizations that have been arrived at to date We do 
not have to look far for the reasons for this state of affairs They include 
The timited number of researah aenters ~n the area The number of 
un1vers1tles in black Africa Is still less than 50, and a good proportion of 
these were created within the present decade As a result, there 1s also a 
shortage of personnel of the right calfbre and orientation 
2 The laak of publia awareness In spate of the fnternataonal inter-
est an population Issues, very few black African countries see population as 
a problem or as a major factor In t~e determ1nat1on of their development stra-
tegy Given the small s1z~ of the population of most of these countries (some 
34 out of the 48 have a population of under 5 mill1on), there has been a ten-
dency to watch the annual fncrease wfth some degree of quiet sat1sfact1on 
3 The ser~ous Zaak of adequate data Even In those countries where 
the growth rate might have begun to sow the seeds of circumspection with re-
gard to the possible Impact of population Increase on per capita levels of in-
come or other indicators of 1ndlv1dual welfare, the absence of well-documented 
demonstrative studies has served to keep the srtuat1on hidden from direct pol-
icy v1s1b1l1ty 
4 The d~reation ~nd emphas~s of the research ~nterest of fore~gn 
saholars Instead of complementfng the 1 lm1ted act1v1t1es of over-burdened 
local scholars, foreign scholars, by their over-emphasis on family planning 
and fert1lfty control (especially 1n the 1965-1974 decade) laid open popula-
tion studies as a whole to negative 1deolog1cal 1nterpretat1ons, with counter-
productive results 
As a result of these problems, the basic data infrastructure needed for 
testing social science research hypotheses concerning the cr1t1cal 1nterrela-
t1onsh1ps between development and population dynamics 1s still lacking 1n most 
countries of the region This Is why so much attention has been and still 1s 
devoted to the measurement of demographic parameters The determinants and 
consequences of these parameters have received 1nsuff1c1ent attention Econ-
omists have been very active 1n the field of rural-urban migration and its ef-
fect on unemployment and development There have been some 1ntu1t1vely based 
assertions concerning the relations between the density of population and levels 
of development But these assertions stall have to be reformulated as research 
hypotheses and subjected to rigorous empirical tests 
In cons1derlmg the gap 1n ex1st1ng knowledge, three areas seem to de-
serve special attention 1n the African case, The first 1s the relation of 
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population size (and hence growth rate) to level, tempo, and d1rect1on of devel-
opment The question has often been posed as to whether a certain degree of 
population pressure on resources rs a necessary precondition before a community 
can be induced to engage In serious organizational or technological 1nnovat1ons 
Thfs Is essentfally the pos1t1on of Boserup (1965) However, to accept such a 
pos1t1on, 1t rs necessary also to establfsh the converse--that inadequate pop-
ulatfon size constttutes a problem for development, at certain levels of socie-
tal organ1zat1on and technological capacity For many African countries, the 
fssues surrounding this particular question would appear to be vital, and their 
further elaboration, operatfonal def1nftlon, and research lnvest1gat1on should 
prove to be of tremendous pol fey fnterest 
The second area where the gap In knowledge 1s of major policy interest 
concerns the determinants of changes rn fertility levels Studies to test the 
current assumption that modernization, particularly education, 1s the most cri-
tical factor have so far yielded ambiguous results, especially 1n s1tuat1ons 
where there is evfdence of traditional concern with fert1l 1ty regulation The 
circumstances under which such traditional mechanisms are relaxed are certain-
ly worth noting 1n order to better appreciate the varied d1mens1ons of current 
s1tuat1ons Thfs means that research 1n the area of fert1l1ty and development 
must pay more attent(on to prevailing socfo-cultural d1sposlt1ons than has hi-
therto been the case, Moreover, It fs necessary to consider the fert1l 1ty re-
lations of these d1sposrtfons n0t in a statrc, un1-d1rectfonal sense but w1th-
1n a complex framework of mutual lnteractfon rn the process of development 
Again, we are stf 11 far 1n the Afrfcan countries from an 1nc1s1ve def1n1t1on 
of the nature of those relatfonshfps that link fert1l1ty change not with modern-
rzatron per se but wf th the rnteract1on between the modern1zat1on process and 
the traditional norms, behavior, and value systems of spec1f1c cultural groups 
Research on populatfon movement, fn spite of the works of economists, 
still remains at a very early stage, Afrfca has been described as a continent 
on the move The variety of kinds of movements remains quite 1mpress1ve Just 
as 1n the pre-independence era there was a tendency to over-concentrate on 
labor m1grat(on, 1n recent years one notices a tendency to over-concentrate on 
rural-urban migration For most African countries, movements of internal col-
on1zat1on may turn out on lnvest1gat1on to be JUSt as important 1n magnitude 
as rural-urban m1grat1on, but these have received very l 1ttle attention More-
over, such movements have more consequences for development than the scanty 
attention paid to them would suggest, since frequently they involve adaptive 
relations between ethnic groups as well as between migrants and their new en~ 
v1ronment Hen1n's (1969) study of the Impact on fert1l1ty of the sedentar1-
zat1on of nomads suggests the wide-ranging changes resulting from other forms 
of population movement besides rural to urban 
Other areas deservfng more Intensive study are mortality and the age-sex 
structure which, particularly because of the trans1t1onal demographic s1tuat1on 
of the population, are undergoing change In these areas of study, research 
hypotheses that reflect the real 1ty of the African s1tuatron still have to be 
formulated In short, what Is clear about social science research relevant for 
population policies 1n Africa South of the Sahara 1s that 1t 1s still to be con-
ducted How soon and how much the present s1tuat1on changes wall depend on 
circumstances often beyond the capacity of social scientists In Africa to ef-
fectively alter 
' 
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